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Abstract
The aims of this work include the refinement of ray-tracing based radio propaga-
tion simulation and the development of a novel wide-band indoor geo-location
technique.
The proliferation in the use of indoor radio based data communication sys-
tems in recent years has lead to a growing demand for accurate but efficient
propagation prediction techniques for the purposes of optimizing perform-
ance and planning infrastructure in varied environments. This work further
improves the efficiency of ray-tracing and adapts it for use in wide-band tech-
nologies such as Ultra-wideband (UWB).
Initially, a visibility algorithm is developed which improves the computational
efficiency of ray-tracing. This technique yields faster simulations of large scale
environments by identifying and removing redundant scattering surfaces from
ray trajectory computations at a pre-processing stage.
An efficient approach to UWB ray-tracing simulations is also developed. This
acceleration technique allows for frequency domain UWB channels to be com-
puted from a reduced set of sample frequencies, while rigorously accounting
for frequency dependent propagation effects over UWB bandwidths. Apply-
ing this technique to a conventional frequency domain simulator results in
reduced simulation times while maintaining the capability to including fre-
quency dependent scattering effects.
The large bandwidths associated with UWB channels offer the possibility of
obtaining very precise time based location measurements. In recognition of
this, the aforementioned UWB ray-tracing acceleration technique is employed
in order to aid the development of a novel reflection-based geo-location al-
gorithm. This technique allows for reduced infrastructure when obtaining
time difference of arrival (TDOA) positioning measurements in indoor envir-
onments. In addition, an accelerated computation technique is demonstrated,
which offers an efficient alternative to existing autocorrelation based tech-
niques when obtaining TDOA measurement between consecutively received
UWB pulses.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is concerned with the development of efficient ray tracing tools for
the purposes of designing novel location algorithms. Accordingly this work
has two distinct but complementary objectives:
• The refinement of classical radio ray tracing based propagation model-
ling in terms of efficiency and accuracy. Specifically, this entails develop-
ing novel algorithms for the purposes of improving the computational
efficiency of a ray tracing based propagation simulator.
• The development of novel indoor radio geo-location algorithms aided
by the use of accelerated ray-tracing simulations.
Recent years have seen a proliferation in the use of indoor radio based data
communication systems such as wireless LAN (Local Area Networks), UWB
(Ultra-wideband) and bluetooth connectivity technologies. With the arrival of
these schemes, propagation modelling was required for the purposes of op-
timizing performance and planning infrastructure in varied environments. To
date, a variety of propagation models exist which can provide this informa-
tion to varying levels of accuracy. These include statistical or empirical based
techniques such as those of [1, 2, 3]. However, in more recent times planners
have increasingly turned to deterministic models, which attempt to solve the
relevant Maxwell’s equations for particular combinations of wireless schemes
and environments. Ray tracing is one such modelling method that has come to
prominence in recent times [4]. While ray-tracing is an asymptotic method and
may not be as computationally accurate as full wave methods [5, 6], it offers
a deterministic but more efficient means of propagation modelling in large-
scale environments at high frequencies. This work builds on a narrow-band
ray tracing simulator developed at Trinity College Dublin during the Ph.D
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candidature of Dr. Eamon Kenny [7].
Ultra-wideband signal propagation is a recurring topic through-out this work.
The sanctioning of Ultra-Wideband (UWB) as a wireless communications me-
dium by the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) in 2002, constituted
a significant potential for development of novel capabilities in wireless applic-
ations [8, 9]. In particular the large bandwidth implied by UWB offered the
possibility of unprecedented large data-rates and enhancements to other peri-
phery applications such as wireless geo-location [10]. Owing to the restrictive
power limits imposed by regulators on wide-band transmissions and the nar-
row time domain pulses used, UWB represents an ideal platform for indoor
geo-location [10]. Recognizing this and given the focus of this project on geo-
location applications, it was deemed necessary to incorporate UWB channel
propagation into ray tracing simulations. However, due to the large numbers
of frequencies present in an UWB channel, such an extension to ray tracing has
a detrimental effect on the efficiency of simulations resulting in increased com-
putational requirements. Accordingly, the efforts of this work have been con-
cerned with reducing this and other computational burdens associated with
ray based propagation modelling.
Since the emergence of modern wireless communication networks, there has
been a growing interest in geo-location. The prospect of position location cap-
abilities has lead to speculation of various possible future applications such as
logistical tracking in warehouses, co-ordination of rescue services and medical
patient tracking amongst others [11]. Early applications were concerned with
providing outdoor geo-location over large areas. These include the Global
Position System (GPS) [12] and the E-911 [13] emergency mobile phone loc-
ation system. However, in contrast, this work focuses on short range indoor
schemes with a particular emphasis on UWB based systems [10, 14]. Prior
to the advent of UWB, indoor positioning relied on legacy narrow band plat-
forms such as the IEEE 802.11b/g wireless LAN standard. An example of such
a geo-location scheme was presented in [15] where received signal strengths
from multiple base-stations are associated with a unique discrete physical loc-
ation. Using this information, a physical location can be calculated from a
particular combination of received signal strengths. However, since the ar-
rival of UWB, recent research has shifted to employing time based algorithms
for precision location [16,17,18,19]. The focus of the latter part of this thesis is
on refinements to such UWB based geo-location schemes. Specifically, novel
approaches are presented in Chapter 5, which aim to reduce the infrastructure
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and computational requirements of deploying an indoor geo-location system.
The initial stages of this research project were concerned with improving the
computational efficiency of ray tracing propagation modelling. This yielded
the algorithm presented in Chapter 3, which removes redundant reflecting
surfaces at a pre-processing stage of simulations. Subsequent efforts were
focussed on the computational burden associated with modelling UWB chan-
nels. Accordingly, the novel frequency sweep acceleration technique of Chapter 4
was developed in order to address this problem. Following such improve-
ments to ray tracing modelling, work began on the reflection based geo-location
algorithm of Chapter 5. This UWB time-based technique was developed and
tested using channels generated by the accelerated ray tracing simulator.
The overall structure of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 contains background discussions of the central topics pertaining to
this project. This includes an introduction to ray tracing propagation mod-
elling, the Ultra Wideband channel and geo-location technologies. In addi-
tion, the frequency dependent phenomena associated with wide-band channel
modelling are also introduced.
In Chapter 3 a novel visibility algorithm for ray tracing engines is presen-
ted. This technique involves removing redundant reflecting surfaces at a pre-
processing stage thus reducing the computational burden of point to point ray
tracing in environments containing a large amount of reflecting surfaces. This
algorithm was specifically designed for use with simulations that account for
rays propagating through several consecutive walls. In addition, it should
be noted that the proposed technique is applicable to both wide-band and
narrow-band simulators. This work was previously presented at the 2006
European Conference on Antennas and Propagation in Nice, France [20].
A key advantage of employing frequency domain based simulations is that fre-
quency dependent channel variations can be rigorously calculated over wide
bandwidths such as those used in Ultra-Wideband (UWB). However, the enorm-
ous UWB channel bandwidth of several Giga-Hertz can result in an increased
computational overhead. In Chapter 4 an acceleration technique is introduced
that aims to reduce this burden. This algorithm allows full sweep UWB chan-
nels to be approximated from a ray tracing simulation using a reduced set
of sample frequencies. This technique has been presented at the 65th IEEE
Vehicular Technology Conference in 2007 [21] and at the 25th Progress In Elec-
tromagnetics Research Symposium (PIERS) of 2008 in Beijing China [22].
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Initially in Chapter 5 a reflection based geo-location scheme is outlined that
allows for a receiver’s position to be obtained using less infrastructure than
existing schemes [10, 19, 18]. This technique has been developed with the
aid of the accelerated UWB ray tracing modelling algorithm introduced in
Chapter 4. In addition, this chapter is also concerned with alleviating the com-
putational cost associated with the timing acquisition of received UWB pulses.
The operation of time based geo-location techniques [16,17,18,19] depends on
such timing acquisitions. In particular, the reflection based geo-location tech-
niques developed in this work require the ability to compute the time differ-
ence of arrival (TDOA) between two consecutively received pulses. To date
the most efficient means of carrying out such an operation has been to use
auto-correlation based on Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) [23]. However, in
this chapter an alternative approach is developed, which reduces the overall
computational requirements when such obtaining time difference of arrival
measurements.
Finally a general conclusion and possible future developments are presented
in Chapter 6.
4
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Ray Tracing
In the context of this work the term “ray tracing” entails the use of Geometric
Optics (GO) in combination with the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) [24]
for the purposes of modelling electromagnetic scattering effects. This method
is a computationally efficient means of predicting electromagnetic propaga-
tion within large scale environments at high frequencies. Ray tracing offers a
deterministic alternative to statistical or empirical based models such as those
of [1, 2, 3]. However, it should be noted that this modelling technique is an
approximate technique that assumes propagation at high frequencies occurs
along straight line trajectories or ‘rays’ between scattering events. Alternative
numerically exact electromagnetic computational techniques have also been
developed. These include integral equation, finite element and finite differ-
ence time domain methods [5]. The integral equation method’s computations
are based on the integral form of Maxwell’s equations. The technique requires
each scattering object to be discretised in order to compute the currents in-
duced by an electric field incident on the object. For a homogenous object the
scattered field can be obtained if the surface currents are known. In the case
of an in-homogenous object, the currents within each element over the entire
volume of the scattering object must be specified. Alternatively, the Finite Dif-
ference Time Domain (FDTD) and Finite Element Methods (FEM) rely on the
solution of the partial differential equations associated with the differential
form of Maxwell equations. FDTD requires the propagation environment to
be divided into a uniform mesh of cells, upon which the electric and magnetic
fields are solved. By employing a “leapfrog” strategy, FDTD allows for the dir-
ect computation of electric and magnetic fields at a range of discrete instances
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in time [6]. While FEM also uses the differential form of Maxwell’s equa-
tions, only the entire space surrounding a scattering object is subdivided into
a large number of regions known as elements. The size of each element can
vary throughout the space allowing a denser element concentration at areas of
interest. This also enables FEM to cope effectively with complex geometries.
However, a common characteristic of these numerically exact methods is that
they require intensive discretisation of either the scattering object or the entire
scattering environment. In addition, the level of discretisation per unit volume
or area grows with frequency making these methods impractical for high fre-
quency scattering problems over large scale areas. Consequently, ray tracing
techniques have gained popularity for the purpose of computing propagation
channels in such large environments [25,4]. Accordingly, this method is central
to the remaining discussions of this work.
In a free-space medium the time-harmonic electric and magnetic fields satisfy
Maxwell’s equations,
∇× E(r, ω) + jωµ0H(r,ω) = 0, (2.1)
∇×H(r, ω)− jωe0E(r,ω) = 0, (2.2)
∇·E(r, ω) = 0, (2.3)
∇·H(r, ω) = 0, (2.4)
where the position vector is given by r, and ω denotes the angular frequency.
µ0 and e0 represent the free space permeability and permittivity respectively.
By combining Equations (2.1-2.4) the magnetic field vector H can be eliminated
yielding the Helmholtz Equation,
∇2E(r, ω) + β2E(r, ω) = 0 (2.5)
where
β2 = ω2µoe0. (2.6)
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The Luneberg-Kline high frequency expansion allows the electric field to be
approximated as [26, 27],
E(r, ω) ∼ e−jβ0ψ(r)
∞
∑
m=0
Em(r)
(jω)m
, (2.7)
where ψ(r) is the eikonal surface (Equation 2.10) at a position r. As the angular
frequency ω tends to infinity the Luneberg-Kline expansion becomes,
E(r)ω→∞ ∼ e−jβ0ψ(r)E0(r). (2.8)
The flow of energy along a path length s is governed by transport equations.
Combining Equation 2.8 with the previous Maxwell Equations (Equations 2.1-
2.4) and the Helmholtz Equation (Equation 2.5) results in a zeroth order trans-
port equation,
∂E0
∂s
+
1
2
{∇ψ
n
}E0 = 0. (2.9)
Additionally, the eikonal equation is expressed as
| ∇ψ |2= n2, (2.10)
where n is the refractive index of the propagation medium and for a free-space
medium is equal to 1. Propagation occurs at a direction normal to the eikonal
surface such that,
∇ψ = sˆ. (2.11)
Integrating the transport equation of Equation 2.9 over the path of the ray s
gives the following expression for the electric field of Equation 2.8 as,
E(s) = E
′
0e
jφ(0)
√
ρ1ρ2
(ρ1 + s)(ρ2 + s)
e−jβ0s. (2.12)
This equation describes the effects on a ray as it travels a length s in the dir-
ection of the unit vector sˆ, where E
′
0e
jφ(0) represents the value of the complex
electric field at s = 0. The phase variation of this electric field along a length s
is determined by e−jβ0s. Spatial attenuation due to the spreading of the wave-
front from an astigmatic source, as shown in Figure 2.1, is accounted for by the
term, √
ρ1ρ2
(ρ1 + s)(ρ2 + s)
, (2.13)
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where ρ1 and ρ2 are radii of curvature of the eikonal surface at s = 0. In the
case of a spherical wavefront emanating from an point source, ρ1 and ρ2 are
of equal length. However, other types wavefront can also be accommodated
by employing different configurations of ρ1 and ρ2. In the case of a cylindrical
wavefront, ρ1 = ∞ and for planar wavefronts, ρ2 = ρ1 = ∞. A detailed
derivation of Equation 2.12 is available in Chapter 2 of [28]. The author shows
the steps involved in combining Maxwell’s equations with the Luneberg-Kline
expansion in order to obtain an expression for propagation in the form of a
ray. However, for the purposes of this work, the expression in Equation 2.12
is sufficient for computing the values of electric field from a source in a free
space propagation medium.
8
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Figure 2.1: Astigmatic Source
In addition to propagation in free space, scattering effects from objects in the
ray path must also be considered. When rays interact with obstacles in the
propagation environment there is either a resultant reflection, transmission or
diffraction. Reflection and transmission coefficients are used to account for the
proportion of energy that is reflected from and transmitted through an object’s
surface. Diffraction coefficients are employed in order to allow additional ef-
fects due to edges, formed when two object surfaces intersect, to be computed.
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2.1.1 Reflected Rays
Figure 2.2 shows the reflection of a ray from a flat surface. In this scenario a
free space incident ray encounters a surface at the point Q and subsequently
undergoes a reflection. The reflected ray follows a trajectory forming an angle
matching the angle θi made by the incident ray with respect to the surface
normal nˆ.
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Figure 2.2: Reflected Ray
The electric field associated with the reflected ray of Figure 2.2 is expressed as,
Er(sr) = Ei(ρi) · R ρi
ρi + sr
e−jβ0sr , (2.14)
where Ei (ρi) is the incident field at the point of reflection Q at a distance ρi
from an isotropic point source. The ρiρi+sr term accounts for the spatial atten-
uation of the reflected signal. The dyadic reflection coefficient R determines
the proportion of a ray’s energy that is reflected from the surface. In order to
compute this coefficient the incident electric field Ei(ρi) must be decomposed
into two separate components where,
Ei(ρi) = Ei⊥(ρi)eˆ⊥ + E
i
‖(ρi)eˆ‖, (2.15)
and
Ei⊥(ρi) = E
i(ρi) · eˆ⊥, (2.16)
Ei‖(ρi) = E
i(ρi) · eˆ‖. (2.17)
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Ei⊥(ρi) and E
i
‖(ρi) represent the perpendicular and parallel components of
Ei(ρi) with respect to the incidence plane of Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Polarisation with respect to Incidence Plane
Correspondingly the reflection coefficient R is also divided into separate com-
ponents and applied individually to both Ei⊥(ρi) and E
i
‖(ρi) such that,
R =
(
R⊥ (ω) 0
0 R‖ (ω)
)
, (2.18)
where
R⊥ (ω) =
cos θi −
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
cos θi +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
, (2.19)
and
R‖ (ω) =
− ε(ω)ε0 cos θi +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
ε(ω)
ε0
cos θi +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
. (2.20)
In the above expressions the free space permittivity is given by ε0 while ω
represents angular frequency. ε (ω) is the effective complex permittivity of the
reflecting medium where [29],
ε (ω) = ε
′
(ω)− ε′ (ω) pe (ω) . (2.21)
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and
ε
′
(ω) = εr (ω) ε0, (2.22)
while εr (ω) is the relative permittivity of the material and pe represents the
effective loss tangent, defined as
pe (ω) =
ωε
′′
(ω) + σ (ω)
ωε′ (ω)
. (2.23)
ε
′′
(ω) is attributable to dielectric loss and σ (ω) corresponds to the macro-
scopic loss. Since it is difficult to separate these two effects they are combined
in pe (ω) as an effective loss tangent in Equation 2.23 [30]. It should be noted
that the variation of the material permittivity ε (ω) of Equation 2.21 with ω in-
troduces a corresponding frequency dependency in the reflection coefficients
R‖ (ω) and R⊥ (ω). Further discussion of the frequency dependent variation
of material permittivity is deferred until Section 2.1.5
2.1.2 Transmission of Ray through a Facet
In addition to reflection, incident rays generally undergo a transmissions when
their trajectories intersects an object. Figure 2.4 depicts such a scenario where
a ray propagates through a regular slab. In a typical indoor environment this
slab could be considered representative of a typical wall or other structural
facet. However, it should be noted that for the scenario depicted in Figure 2.4,
it is assumed that both the transmitter and receiver are located in far field
regions with respect to the thickness of the slab.
The ray emerging from the slab in Figure 2.4 is expressed as
Et (st) = Ei (ρi) · T12 · T21 ρi
ρi + st
e−k2st (2.24)
where Ei (ρi) is the incident field at the surface of the slab. st is the propagation
length inside the slab and is computed as,
st =
d
cos θt
, (2.25)
where d is the width of the slab and θt is the transmission angle. θt is computed
using Snell’s law of refraction where,
sin θt =
1√
εr
sin θi (2.26)
12
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Figure 2.4: Transmission through a Slab
Combining Snell’s law with Equation 2.25 allows the propagation length in-
side the slab to be calculated as,
st =
d
√
εr√
εr − sin2 θi
(2.27)
Propagation within the slab produces the phase term,
e−k2st (2.28)
The propagation constant, which appears as k2 in the above expression, is
given by
k2 = α + β, (2.29)
where
α = ω
√
µ1ε
′ (ω){1
2
[
√
1+ p2e − 1]}
1
2 , (2.30)
β = ω
√
µ1ε
′ (ω){1
2
[
√
1+ p2e + 1]}
1
2 . (2.31)
µ1 is the permeability of the slab and for non-ferromagnetic materials is as-
sumed to be equivalent to free space permeability µ0. Balanis Chapter 4 [31]
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characterises good dielectrics as having a loss tangent p2e ¿ 1. For such ma-
terials α and β of Equations 2.30-2.31 can be approximated as,
α =
ωpe (ω)
2
√
µ1ε
′ (ω) (2.32)
β = ω
√
µ1ε
′ (ω) (2.33)
The proportion of the incident ray that enters the slab at the point Q is given
by the transmission coefficient T12.
T12 =
(
T12⊥ (ω) 0
0 T12‖ (ω)
)
(2.34)
T12⊥ =
2 cos θi
cos θi +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
(2.35)
T12‖ =
2
√
ε(ω)
ε0
cos θi
ε(ω)
ε0
cos θi +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
(2.36)
As in the case of reflections this dyadic coefficient is applied to both horizontal
and parallel components of the incident field in Figure 2.3 respectively. An
additional transmission coefficient T21 is required to account for the effect of
the rays re-emerging from the slab material where
T21 =
(
T21⊥ (ω) 0
0 T21‖ (ω)
)
(2.37)
T21⊥ =
2 ε(ω)ε0 cos θt
ε(ω)
ε0
cos θt +
√
1− ε(ω)ε0 sin2 θt
(2.38)
T21‖ =
2 cos θt√
ε0
ε(ω) cos θt +
√
1+ ε(ω)ε0 sin
2 θt
(2.39)
Combining both transmission coefficients, T21⊥ and T
21
‖ with the internal propaga-
tion effects (accounted for by the term e−k2st ), allows the ray Et, that re-emerges
from the slab, to be computed using Equation 2.24.
When computing the transmission angle θt, the slab material is assumed to
have the characteristics of a “good dielectric” characterised in Balanis [31]
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Chapter 4 as having a loss tangent such that p2e ¿ 1. As a result snell’s law
of refraction of Equation 2.26 is applicable for such materials. In the case of
a “good conductor” material, defined in [31] as when p2e À 1, an alternat-
ive approach for finding the transmission angle must be used. In such cases
Equation 2.26 does not yield a valid real valued angle for θt. Consequently, an
angle of transmission Ψ2 is defined which corresponds to the inclination of the
constant phase planes of the electric fields inside the slab. Chapter 5 of [31]
defines this angle for an electric field passing from a free space medium to a
conductor material. However for such materials classified as “good conduct-
ors”, fields inside the slab are severely attenuated due to their narrow skin
depths. The skin depth of a material is defined as the distance a electric field
will propagated inside the a medium until it is attenuated to 36.8% of its ori-
ginal amplitude [32]. Considering this prohibitive attenuation, transmission
through such conducting materials is not considered for the purposes of the
ray tracing simulation.
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2.1.3 Diffractions
Classical Geometric Optics (GO) computes ray propagation paths by account-
ing for local transmission and reflection effects from surfaces as described in
Sections 2.1.1and 2.1.2. However, GO fails to account for diffracted fields from
wedges formed at the intersection of two such surfaces as in Figure 2.5. A Geo-
metrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) was originally developed by Keller [33]
in order to overcome this shortcoming in GO and allowed diffracted fields to
be computed at different observation angles φ by means of diffraction coeffi-
cients applied to an incident ray. However, GTD results in singularities at the
vicinity of certain observation angles that correspond to the shadow bound-
aries of the regions, depicted as φISB and φRSB in Figure 2.5. In [24] Kouyou-
mjian and Pathak introduced the Uniform Theory of Diffraction for perfectly
conducting edges which overcame this drawback by offering a continuous dif-
fraction coefficient free from problematic singularities. Further extensions to
UTD involved modifying diffraction coefficient formulations in order to model
diffractions from edges of dielectric materials [34].
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Figure 2.5: 2D Planar view of Diffraction Edge
Considering the scenario of Figure 2.6, where a ray trajectory intersects with a
dielectric wedge, the diffracted ray is expressed as,
Ed = Ei(P) ·D s
′
s′ + s
e−jβ0s (2.40)
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Figure 2.6: 3D Diffraction Edge
where Ei (P) is the incident field at the point of diffraction P and s
′
s′+s
is the
attenuation due to the spreading of the wavefront. s
′
is equivalent to the dis-
tance travelled by the ray from its source to the diffraction point, while s is the
length of the ray path from the diffraction to the observation point. The dyadic
diffraction coefficient D is given by,
D =
(
−Ds 0
0 −Dh
)
, (2.41)
The diffraction coefficient is composed of two components; the hard coeffi-
cient Dh and soft coefficient Ds which are applied individually to the incident
electric field. Consequently, prior to computing diffracted rays, the incident
field Ei is separated into components perpendicular (φˆ′) and parallel (γˆ0) to
the incident diffraction plane of Figure 2.6 such that,
Ei = Eisφˆ
′ + Eihγˆ0. (2.42)
The soft and hard diffraction coefficients are computed as (Chapter 13 of [31]),
Ds = C[D+e (ζ
−) + D−e (ζ−) + R⊥0 (ω)D−e (ζ+) + R⊥1 (ω)D
+
e (ζ
+)] (2.43)
and
Dh = C[D+e (ζ
−) + D−e (ζ−) + R
‖
0 (ω)D
−
e (ζ
+) + R‖1 (ω)D
+
e (ζ
+)], (2.44)
where
ζ+ = φ + φ
′
, (2.45)
ζ− = φ− φ′ , (2.46)
C =
ejβ0s
′
√
s′
, (2.47)
D+e (ζ
−) = cot
(
pi + ζ−
2n
)
z
[
2β0V cos2
(
2npiN+ − ζ−
2
)]
, (2.48)
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D+e (ζ
+) = cot
(
pi + ζ+
2n
)
z
[
2β0V cos2
(
2npiN+ − ζ+
2
)]
, (2.49)
D−e (ζ−) = cot
(
pi − ζ−
2n
)
z
[
2β0V cos2
(
2npiN− − ζ−
2
)]
. (2.50)
D−e (ζ+) = cot
(
pi − ζ+
2n
)
z
[
2β0V cos2
(
2npiN− − ζ+
2
)]
. (2.51)
z(x) = 2j
√
xejx
∫ ∞
√
x
e−jτ
2
dτ, (2.52)
V =
ss
′
sin2 γ0
s + s′
. (2.53)
The value of n in the previous equation is determined by the angle of the dif-
fracting wedge such that (2− n)pi is equal to the angle at which the surfaces
meet. N+ is computed as the nearest integer satisfying 2npiN+ − ζ± = pi.
Correspondingly, N− is the nearest integer where 2npiN− − ζ± = −pi. The
functionz(x) represents a Fresnel transition function and a subroutine for ap-
proximating this function over the range 0 ≤ X ≤ 10 is available from Chapter
13 of Balanis [31]. For dielectric materials the diffraction computations include
the reflection coefficients,
R⊥0 (ω) =
cos θ0 −
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θ0
cos θ0 +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θ0
, (2.54)
R‖0 (ω) =
− ε(ω)ε0 cos θ0 +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θ0
ε(ω)
ε0
cos θ0 +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θ0
, (2.55)
R⊥1 (ω) =
cos θ1 −
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θ1
cos θ1 +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θ1
, (2.56)
R‖1 (ω) =
− ε(ω)ε0 cos θ1 +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θ1
ε(ω)
ε0
cos θ1 +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θ1
, (2.57)
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where ε (ω) is the permittivity of the diffracting wedge and
θ0 =
pi
2
− φ′ , (2.58)
θ1 =
pi
2
− (npi − φ) . (2.59)
Observing the two surfaces that form the diffracting wedge of Figure 2.6, θ0
corresponds to the angle the incident ray forms with respect to the normal of
surface 0. Correspondingly θ1 is the angle between the diffracted ray and the
normal of surface 1 of the wedge.
By combining Geometrical Optics (GO) with the Uniform theory of Diffraction
(UTD), ray tracing is capable of modelling scattering effects in the presence
of edges. Other authors have extended UTD further in order to account for
corner diffractions [7, 28]. However, diffraction computations in this work are
limited to edge diffraction.
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2.1.4 Ray Trajectories
The Geometrical Optics (GO) and Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD) coef-
ficients introduced in the previous sections account for the scattering effects
that occur when a ray interacts with an object. However, a typical ray travels
in linear piecewise paths in free space between such scattering events. Prior to
computing these scattering effects the propagation path of the ray from trans-
mitter to receiver must be known. There are two main approaches used to
compute ray paths in ray based simulators, Shoot and Bounce (SBR) and Point
to Point ray tracing.
Previous authors [25, 35, 36, 37] have employed Shoot and Bounce ray tracing
(SBR). This approach models propagation as a series of rays simultaneously
leaving a source each at a different solid angle θl as in Figure 2.7. The path
of each of these rays is computed until it leaves the propagation environment.
Some of these rays contribute to the received field at the receiver location (RX),
while others will simply propagate without intersecting with any receiver po-
sition. Ray paths that breach a prior specified environment boundary are dis-
counted from further computations.
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Figure 2.7: Shoot and Bounce Ray Tracing
Point to point ray tracing, as used in this work, offers an alternative to SBR by
utilizing image theory. This method considers only ray trajectories that will
propagate to a specified receiver’s location. Figure 2.8 shows the image cre-
ated when calculating a ray trajectory subject to a reflection from a single wall.
It can be observed that the image and transmitter are equidistant from the re-
flecting surface. Both transmitter and image positions lie on a straight line that
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is perpendicular to the reflecting surface. By tracing a virtual path from the
receiver to the image, the point of reflection Q, the ray path and angle of incid-
ence θi are obtained. An advantage of using images is realised when finding
additional ray paths terminating at different receiver locations. If such paths
involve a reflection from the same surface, the original image point can be re-
used thus producing a computationally efficient means of simulating channels
at multiple receiver points.
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Figure 2.8: Point to Point Ray Tracing using 1st order reflectors
Images are also employed in order to create rays that undergo more than one
reflection. The number of reflections in a ray path is referred to as the order of
reflection. For example, 2 reflections in a ray path results in a ray with 2nd order
reflections hereafter referred to as a 2nd order ray. When computing the path of
such a 2nd order ray, depicted in Figure 2.9, both a 1st and 2nd order image are
required. As in the case of a single reflection, the 1st image is derived from the
source location (TX). Similarly, the 2nd order image of Figure 2.9 is computed
as an image of this 1st order image.
The method of computing ray paths using images can be extended to an ar-
bitrary order of reflections. In considering this, an Oth order image is simply
computed as an image of a previous order (O− 1)th image. In extending im-
age theory to the several multi-path rays that propagate between a transmitter
and receiver, a hierarchial tree of images similar to that of Figure 2.10 emerges.
From this tree it is observed that two rays, shown in red, share a common first
order image. This corresponds to two separate paths that are initially reflec-
ted from the same surface but subsequently undergo further scattering from
22
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Figure 2.9: Point to point ray tracing using 2nd order reflectors
different surfaces. This reveals an inherent advantage of using image theory;
different ray paths can reuse the the same 1st order image point if they are ini-
tially reflected from the same surface after leaving the transmitter. Also it is
possible for two separate ray paths to have a collection of images from more
than one order in common.
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Figure 2.10: 3rd Order Image Tree
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Image theory based ray tracing simulators impose a limit on the maximum
order of reflections O. While Shoot and Bounce (SBR) schemes compute rays
until they breach a particular prior defined propagation boundary, for point
to point ray tracing there is, in theory, an infinite number of reflected ray path
solutions that can be computed for an environment containing more than one
reflecting surface. Limiting the maximum order of a ray sets an artificial limit
on the computation required for ray tracing in such scenarios.
In computing a ray path in an indoor environment, diffraction effects, such
as those in Section 2.1.3, must also be considered. While single point images
can be used when accounting for rays comprised solely of reflections or trans-
mission, the presence of a diffraction necessitates a slight modification of this
technique. In such a case, as shown in Figure 2.11, an image of the entire dif-
fraction edge must be created. This edge image of Figure 2.12 is created for the
purposes of computing reflections paths subsequent to the diffraction. While
for each ray the diffraction occurs only at the single point P, this may vary for
other ray paths where diffraction may occur at a different height on the edge.
An image of the entire edge lends itself to be reused for other rays that diffract
from the same edge in Figure 2.11 but thereafter have differing paths.
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Figure 2.11: Diffractions and reflection in Ray Trajectory
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Figure 2.12: Image of Diffraction Edge
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2.1.4.1 Ray Nodes
After obtaining ray paths using image theory the effects of the scattering events
such as Diffraction, Reflection and Transmission introduced in Sections 2.1.1-
2.1.3 can be computed. A ray can be conceived of as a series of such scattering
events separated by propagation through free space. Consequently, the ray
information is stored as a series of sequential scattering events or nodes that
occur between leaving the transmitter antenna and arriving at the receiver.
Figure 2.13 shows such nodes for an example ray in a multi-path propagation
environment.
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Figure 2.13: Ray Nodes
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The response1 of an individual ray Ri (r) terminating at a receiver point r is
composed of a product of the individual scattering events and the phase shift
incurred due to free space propagation such that for the example ray of Fig-
ure 2.13,
Ri (r) = R1 ·D1 · R2 · T12 · T21 · ek2st Ase−φd (2.60)
where R, T and D are the scattering coefficients corresponding to the reflec-
tion, transmission and diffraction events of Figure 2.13. The term e−k2st ac-
counts for the phase effects from a ray propagating through a slab with mater-
ial propagation constant k2 (See Section 2.1.2). Knowing the free-space propaga-
tion length of the ray d, the phase shift due to free space propagation φd is
easily computed as
φd =
dω
c
, (2.61)
where ω and c are the angular frequency and speed of light. Spatial attenu-
ation is accounted for by the As term in Equation 2.60. An individual ray’s
response is usually expressed as a component of an antenna polarisation eˆpol
at the receiver location such that
Ri (r) = Ri (r) · eˆpol , (2.62)
where eˆpol represents the receiver antenna polarisation. Finally a complete
channel response H (r) at a point r is given by,
H (r) =
N
∑
i=1
Ri (r) . (2.63)
This expression is a sum of all the individual multi-path ray responses for a
particular transmitter-receiver combination such as that of Figure 2.14.
1The response being the total effect of propagation on the electric field or E
R
ET where E
R and
ET are the respective electric fields at the receiver and transmitter
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Figure 2.14: Multi-Path Ray Channel
2.1.5 Propagation Modelling for wide-band Systems
When employing ray-tracing to model wide bandwidth channels, such as those
of Ultra-Wideband(UWB), frequency dependent variations in scattering effects
must be considered. The source of such variation can be attributed to fre-
quency domain fluctuation of the effective material permittivity given by,
ε (ω) = ε
′
(ω)− ε′ (ω) pe (ω) , (2.64)
The effective loss tangent pe (ω) of the above equation can be written as
pe (ω) =
ωε
′′
(ω) + σ (ω)
ωε′ (ω)
, (2.65)
where ε
′′
(ω) and σ (ω) are attributable to the respective dielectric and macro-
scopic conductive losses. Due to difficulty of separating these effects they are
combined to form an effective loss tangent pe (ω) [30]. Combining this loss
tangent with the real valued dielectric permittivity ε
′
(ω) yields the complex
valued effective permittivity ε (ω) of Equation 2.64.
The frequency variations of ε
′
(ω) and pe (ω) have been the subject of research
by Muqaibel et al in [29, 38]. Empirical measurements for the values of these
properties were recorded over an UWB bandwidth spanning from 3 GHz to
10 GHz. While this section is concerned with the effective material permit-
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tivity variations over such a bandwidth, it will be noted in Section 2.2 that
actual UWB channels (as permitted by communication regulators) occupy a
slightly different bandwidth from 3.1 to 10.6 GHz. However the effects over
both bandwidths would be of a similar nature owing to the small difference
between them. A range of common indoor materials including concrete and
drywall were subject to this experiment. Shown below in Figure 2.15 is the
measured results of the material permittivity and loss tangent for concrete. It
should be noted that additional frequency dependant effects can occur due to
variations in a scattering surface’s texture [39]. Such variations may lead to
extra unaccounted diffusion reflection effects. However in what follows, all
surfaces are considered to be smooth with respect to the wavelength of the in-
cident fields and as a result, texture dependant effects will not be considered.
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Figure 2.15: Frequency Dependency of Permittivity for Concrete Dashed Line: Dielectric Constant Dotted
Line Loss Tangent
In this work these measurements for concrete were incorporated into the com-
putations of the ray tracing scattering effects. Such effects were previously in-
troduced as Reflection, Transmission and Diffraction coefficients in Sections 2.1.1-
2.1.3. The knock on frequency variation in these coefficients will be examined
in the subsequent sections below.
2.1.5.1 Frequency Dependent Reflections
Recalling the discussion of ray scattering of Section 2.1.1, the effects of reflec-
tion from an object surface are computed using the reflection coefficient R be-
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low,
R =
(
R⊥ (ω) 0
0 R‖ (ω)
)
, (2.66)
where the parallel R‖ and perpendicular R⊥ components of the coefficients are
given by
R⊥ (ω) =
cos θi −
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
cos θi +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
, (2.67)
and
R‖ (ω) =
− ε(ω)ε0 cos θi +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
ε(ω)
ε0
cos θi +
√
ε(ω)
ε0
− sin2 θi
. (2.68)
These components were first introduced in Equations 2.19-2.20 and their val-
ues are dependent on the incident angle θi and effective material permittiv-
ity ε (ω). The simulated variations of the reflection coefficients for a concrete
block surface over the UWB bandwidth are shown in Figures 2.16-2.23. The
material properties of Figure 2.15 were assumed for concrete. In Figures 2.16-
2.17 the incident angle was varied over a range from 0o to 90o and the mag-
nitudes of the resultant parallel and perpendicular coefficient were recorded at
1 GHz separated spot frequencies from 3 GHz to 10 GHz. This resulted in the
coefficients at each spot frequency yielding slightly different coefficient val-
ues. However, a clearer overview of this effect is observed in Figure 2.18-2.23,
where the coefficients’ magnitudes are plotted in the frequency domain over
the 3 GHz to 10 GHz bandwidth. While a gradual increase in the reflection
coefficients with frequency is observed at 30o and 80o, the parallel reflection
coefficient |R‖| at 63o exhibits the greatest fluctuation. This is attributable to
63o corresponding to an inflection point for the value of |R‖| in Figure 2.17.
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Figure 2.16: Variation of Perpendicular Reflection Coefficient R⊥ with incident angle from 3-10 GHz
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Figure 2.17: Variation of Parallel Reflection Coefficient R‖ with incident angle from 3-10 GHz
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Figure 2.18: Variation of Perpendicular Reflection Coefficient R⊥ with Frequency at incident angle of 30o
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Figure 2.19: Variation of Parallel Reflection Coefficient R‖ with Frequency at incident angle of 30o
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Figure 2.20: Variation of Perpendicular Reflection Coefficient R⊥ with Frequency at incident angle of 63o
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Figure 2.21: Variation of Parallel Reflection Coefficient R‖ with Frequency at incident angle of 63o
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Figure 2.22: Variation of Perpendicular Reflection Coefficient R⊥ with Frequency at incident angle of 80o
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Figure 2.23: Variation of Parallel Reflection Coefficient R‖ with Frequency at incident angle of 80o
2.1.5.2 Frequency Dependent Transmissions
A ray re-emerging following transmission through a slab is expressed as,
Et (st) = Ei (ρi) · T12 · T21 ρi
ρi + st
e−k2st . (2.69)
where T12 and T21 are the transmission coefficients for the ray entering and
leaving an object with a non free space effective permittivity ε (ω). These coef-
ficients were originally introduced in Equations 2.34 and 2.37 of Section 2.1.2.
Similar to the case of reflections, these transmission coefficients are dependent
on an incident angle θi and the material permittivity ε (ω). The term e−k2st
in Equation 2.69 accounts for the effects of a ray propagating inside the slab
material and consequently, its value will vary depending on ε (ω). A detailed
expression of the propagation constant k2 can be found in Equations 2.30-2.33
of Section 2.1.2. ρiρi+st is a free space spatial attenuation term and as such does
not have any dependency on material properties.
In order to examine transmission effects over UWB bandwidth a ray Et (st)
was simulated as propagating through a slab of 0.3m thickness. This slab
shown in Figure 2.24 below is modelled as having the material properties of
concrete in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.24: Ray Transmission through a Concrete Slab
Assuming an incident electric field Ei with a magnitude of 1 overs its entire
bandwidth, the magnitude of the resultant electric field emerging from the
slab, |Et| was computed over a range of incident angles θi and is shown in
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Figures 2.25-2.26. As in the case of the reflection coefficients these plots were
created using spot frequencies separated by 1 GHz steps in the UWB range.
Frequency domain representation of the variation of the field’s magnitude are
shown in Figures 2.27 and 2.28 for incident angles of 30o, 60o and 80o respect-
ively. From these plots a smooth variation that increases slightly at lower in-
cident angles is observed. However, no inflection points, such as those of Fig-
ure 2.17 for the parallel reflection coefficient, are observed.
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Figure 2.25: Variation of Perpendicular Component of Transmitted Field |E⊥|with incident angle from 3-10
GHz
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Figure 2.26: Variation of Parallel Component of Transmitted Field |E‖| with incident angle from 3-10 GHz
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Figure 2.27: Variation of Perpendicular Component of Transmitted Field |Et⊥| with Frequency at incident
angles of 30o 60o and 80o
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Figure 2.28: Variation of Parallel Component of Transmitted Field |Et‖| with Frequency at incident angles of
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2.1.5.3 Frequency Dependent Diffractions
In order to examine the frequency domain characteristics of diffraction, dif-
fraction coefficients from the concrete edge of Figure 2.29 were simulated over
the UWB bandwidth. These coefficients were previously introduced in Sec-
tion 2.1.3 and are composed of a hard Dh and soft Ds component of Equa-
tions 2.43-2.44.
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Figure 2.29: 90O Diffraction edge
As in the previous examination of reflection and transmission, the material
properties for concrete of Figure 2.15 were incorporated into the simulation.
The incoming incident ray angle φ
′
was fixed at 30o and it is assumed that the
ray intersects perpendicularly with the edge. The diffraction coefficients were
computed for the observation angle φ (shown in Figure 2.29) adjusted in a
sweep between 1o and 270o. The resultant magnitudes of Ds and Dh are shown
Figure 2.30-2.31 for spot frequencies from 3 GHz to 10 GHz. The maximum
magnitude of the diffraction coefficients occurs where the observation angles
φ is in the vicinity of a shadow boundary. In this simulation these shadow
boundaries occur at 150o and 210o. Accordingly, it is at these angles that the
greatest variation with frequency occurs. This can be seen in the frequency do-
main representation of the diffraction coefficient in Figures 2.32-2.33. In these
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plots the coefficient demonstrates the greatest variation over the UWB band-
width at angles of 153o and 213o, which border the shadow boundaries.
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Figure 2.30: Variation of Soft Diffraction Coefficient Ds with incident angle from 3-10 GHz
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Figure 2.31: Variation of Hard Diffraction Coefficient Dh with incident angle from 3-10 GHz
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Figure 2.32: Variation of Soft Diffraction Coefficient Ds with Frequency at various incident angles
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Figure 2.33: Variation of Hard Diffraction Coefficient Dh with Frequency at various incident angles
2.1.5.4 Frequency Domain Computations
This work of this thesis follows on from the development of a propagation
simulator by Dr. Eamon Kenny of Trinity College Dublin [7]. This simulator
employed ray tracing in order to model propagation for narrow band schemes
in an indoor environment. Considering the amount of interest in the poten-
tial of UWB for use in location based algorithms [10], a wide-band modelling
tool was deemed a necessity. The early stages of this project involved up-
grading the original simulator created by Dr. Kenny such that it was capable
of modelling UWB channels. This task entailed modifying computations in a
simulation program so that scattering effects and free space propagation was
computed at all frequencies in the UWB range. Specifically, diffraction, reflec-
tion and transmission coefficients of Sections 2.1.1-2.1.3 had to be computed
for the vast number of discrete frequencies steps between 3 GHz and 10 GHz,
instead of the single frequency point of a narrow band channel. Considering
the frequency dependence of scattering coefficients as demonstrated in Sec-
tions 2.1.5.1-2.1.5.3, an accurate wide-band channel model necessitated the in-
corporation of frequency dependent permittivity variations into simulations.
As a result, the ray tracing simulator was modified in order to incorporate
the empirical permittivity measurements of Muqaibel [29, 38] as seen in Fig-
ure 2.15. Wide-band frequency domain ray tracing computations have been
employed by previous authors. In [40, 41] wide-band channels were simu-
lated but a constant permittivity is assumed by these authors at all frequen-
cies. A series of sub-bands each spanning 500 MHz were combined for the
purpose of computing a 4 GHz channel in [42]. Each sub-band used the per-
mittivity values corresponding to the bands’ centre frequency. In [37] the shoot
and bounce (SBR) method, as discussed in Section 2.1.4, is combined with fre-
quency domain computations that incorporate the permittivity variation of
Muqaibel [29, 38]. Some authors have chosen the alternative of time domain
ray tracing as an efficient means of modelling wide-band propagation without
the need to compute a response over many frequencies or for multiple sub-
bands [43, 44]. In these simulators time domain scattering coefficients are con-
volved with the transmitted pulse in order to attain a received time domain
waveform. While this technique removes the need for the large frequency
sweeps of computation of frequency domain ray tracing, the variations of re-
lative permittivity ε
′
(ω) and effective loss tangent pe (ω) over frequency are
not considered.
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2.2 Ultra-Wideband
Ultra-Wideband (UWB) is a recently sanctioned wireless communications tech-
nique that aims to offer unprecedented high data capacity over short ranges.
This is achieved by UWB channels occupying bandwidth of several Giga-Hertz
(GHz) which allow for short time domain waveforms to be successfully trans-
mitted. UWB has enjoyed growing publicity since the sanctioning of UWB
for consumer device applications by the Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) in 2002. Prior to this ruling most research in UWB systems was con-
cerned with military applications, specifically in the area of airborne radar [45],
with the term “Ultra-wideband” being initially coined by the United States
Defense Department [9]. However, in recent years, UWB has been considered
as a potential means of deploying high data rates over short range Personal
Area Networks (PAN) for use in unlicensed domestic consumer products [8].
Applications include streaming video to display devices or as a wireless al-
ternative to Universal Serial Bus (USB) cabling [46]. In addition the narrow
time domain waveforms associated with UWB make it an ideal candidate for
use in time based geo-location estimation algorithms where a high degree of
accuracy is required [10]. In outdoor scenarios, UWB is being considered for
use in vehicular radars as part of future collision avoidance systems [47].
The original bandwidth of UWB as sanctioned by the FCC spans from 3.1 GHz
to 10.6 GHz. This bandwidth overlaps other existing wireless services and due
to concerns of interference, the “mask” of permitted power level in Figure 2.34
was introduced. While the maximum power level is limited to −41.3 dBm,
power levels at bandwidths in the vicinity of frequencies shared with exist-
ing services are limited further. Additionally, similar power restrictions are
also present in European regulatory proposals [48]. Consequently, the realis-
able range for indoor channels is limited to below 15 meters. However, greater
ranges are achievable at impaired data rates [8,49]. Generally, Ultra-Wideband
is characterised by transmissions having a fractional bandwidth B f greater
than 0.2 or an absolute bandwidth greater than 500 MHz at all times. The
fraction bandwidth B f is given by
B f = 2
fH − fL
fH + fL
, (2.70)
where fL and fH are the lower and upper −10 dB emission cut off limits.
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Figure 2.34: FCC UWB Mask
In order to utilize the enormous bandwidth available the transmitted wave-
form must have a narrow time domain pulsewidth Tp. The Gaussian mono-
cycle is one such waveform and is expressed in the time domain as [50, 51],
s (t) =
[
1− 4pi
(
t
tn
)2]
exp
(
−2pi
(
t
tn
)2)
, (2.71)
where tn is a scaling factor that determines the bandwidth of the pulse. A par-
ticularly useful characteristic of this pulse is that it does not contain any D.C.
component making it ideal for wireless transmission. Shown below in Fig-
ures 2.35-2.36 are the time and frequency domain representation of a Gaussian
monocycle for tn = 0.52 nanoseconds. The ideal UWB pulse should allow for
a discontinuous transmission in the time domain that occupies as much of the
bandwidth allocated as possible. The technique of using such discontinuous
transmissions to convey data over a wireless link is referred to as impulse radio
(IR). In addition to Gaussian monocycles other waveforms such as Rayleigh,
and higher order Gaussian pulse derivatives have been suggested for use in
IR systems [52].
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Figure 2.36: Gaussian Monocycle Pulse in Frequency Domain
2.2.0.5 Modulation
There are two principal techniques for transmitting data symbols using UWB;
Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) and Pulse Position Modulation (PPM).
PAM represents transmitted bits as one of either two pulses that are antipodal
with respect to each other. In this case, the transmitted signal s (t) is given by
s(t) = mj p(t), (2.72)
where p(t) is a pulse, such as the Gaussian monocycle of Figure 2.35, and mj
varies as,
mj =
{
−1 j = 0
1 j = 1
(2.73)
for a transmitted bit j. Also PAM can be modified to become On Off Keying
(OOK) when,
mj =
{
0 j = 0
1 j = 1
(2.74)
In the case of OOK changing the transmitted bit no longer results in variations
between antipodal pulses but instead for the case of j = 0 no pulse is transmit-
ted.
For Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) the transmitted signal s(t) consists of a
pulse p(t) experiencing varied time shifts depending on the transmitted bit j
where
s(t) = p(t−mjτp), (2.75)
and
mj =
{
1 j = 1
0 j = 0
(2.76)
In the above expression τp represents a predefined time shift. In addition to
PAM and PPM some authors have explored using Pulse Shape Modulation
whereby each bit is represented by differing pulse shapes [53]. An advantage
of using transmitted pulses is that the received signal s(t) can be directly con-
verted to baseband by correlating s(t) with all possible waveforms for either
bit j. Consequently, this allows for simplified receiver designs that elimin-
ate the need to down convert to intermediate frequencies when demodulating
baseband data signals [54, 55].
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2.3 Geo-Location
Since the emergence of modern wireless communications networks, there has
been a growing interest in geo-location. In particular, the prospect of position
location capabilities in indoor environments has lead to speculation on vari-
ous possible future applications such as logistical tracking in warehouses, co-
ordination of rescue services and medical patient tracking amongst others [11].
Early applications were concerned with providing outdoor geo-location over
large areas. These include the Global Position System (GPS) [12] and the E-
911 [13] emergency mobile phone location system. However this work focuses
on short range indoor based schemes with a particular emphasis on UWB
based systems [10, 14].
Initial indoor positioning schemes relied on infrared transmission between
mobile and base nodes [56]. In [15] an RF based system for use in narrow
band Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) was presented. This technique
uses signal strength information in order to estimate a mobile client’s loca-
tion within a coverage region of several fixed base-stations. In recent times
the advent of UWB, and in particular its use of narrow time domain pulses,
encouraged research into precision time based location schemes [17, 19, 10].
Radio geo-location technology can be categorised into three distinct types; Sig-
nal Strength (SS), Angle of Arrival (AOA) and time based techniques (Time of
Arrival TOA or Time Difference of Arrival TDOA). Also it is also possible to
combine these technique in hybrid location schemes [57].
2.3.1 Signal Strength Geo-Location
Signal strength location relies on the principle of RF energy dissipating as it
propagates from the transmitter in free-space. For an isotropic antenna pair
this relationship between attenuation and free-space distance from the trans-
mitter is expressed as,
Adb = 10 log10
(
λ
4pid
)2
(2.77)
where Adb is the attenuation in Decibels, λ is the wavelength and d is the
transmitter-receiver separation distance. Assuming a known transmitted power,
the distance d from a base-station can be implied from the signal strength at
the mobile station. Knowing the distances of a mobile client node from several
base-stations allows for an estimate of position to be computed using trian-
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gulation as in Figure 2.37. However, the attenuation due to the presence of
obscuring objects in the propagation environment, such as people and walls,
diminishes the achievable accuracy of signal strength based triangulation.
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Figure 2.37: Signal Strength Triangulation
Alternatively, signal strength based “fingerprint” maps of an indoor location
can be created such as in [15]. This method relies on a mobile client measuring
received signal strength from multiple base-station nodes and subsequently
comparing them to measurements for a grid of known locations. During an
off-line phase signal strength between the mobile client and several base-stations
are recorded in a database for each physical position in the environment. In the
subsequent on-line phase, received signal strengths are compared with those
of the prior constructed database and the location corresponding to the best
match is returned.
2.3.2 Angle of Arrival (AOA) Geo-Location
Using an antenna array is it possible to measure the angle of incoming trans-
missions. By comparing the angles from two or more base-stations a client
node’s physical location can be estimated. The co-ordinates of this location
corresponds to the intersection of straight lines originating at each base-station
and having a slope equivalent to the measured angles of arrival as in Fig-
ure 2.38. A notable drawback of using an AOA based scheme is prohibitive
additional infrastructure cost of an antenna array at each base-station. [10].
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Figure 2.38: AOA Geo-location
2.3.3 Time Based Geo-Location
Time based schemes rely on the ability to measure the “time of flight” of wire-
less transmission between nodes in a network. Knowing that radio wave travel
at a constant speed c in free-space, the distance travelled can be computed as
the product
d = ct f l , (2.78)
where t f l represents the aforementioned “time of flight”. The narrow time
domain pulses of UWB, as seen in Figure 2.35 of Section 2.2, allows for high
levels of precision in location calculations. This is due to the fact that precise
time of arrival can be obtained when using such narrow time domain wave-
forms. Consequently, much recent research has focused on using time based
UWB schemes for precision location [16, 17, 18, 19] culminating in its adop-
tion by the IEEE 802.15.4a standardization group [58]. This group was tasked
with creating a physical standard that allows for precision location using unli-
censed wireless spectrums. Time based geo-location technologies can be clas-
sified into one of two categories; Time of Arrival (TOA) or Time Difference of
Arrival (TDOA) based schemes.
2.3.3.1 Time of Arrival (TOA)
A TOA system relies on measuring the time taken for a signal to travel from a
base-station to a mobile client. This must be repeated for three or more base-
stations in order to triangulate a client’s position. Triangulation involves find-
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ing a common intersection between the circles corresponding to the times of
arrival t1,t2 and t3 from each of the base-stations in Figure 2.39. The estimate of
the mobile client node is located at this intersection. Since TOA is an absolute
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Figure 2.39: TOA Triangulation
time measurement, synchronization of the clocks between the base-stations
and mobile client nodes is required. A potential drawback is that “jitters” or
discrepancies between these clocks can limit the realizable accuracy. [59].
2.3.3.2 Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA)
TDOA differs from other time based schemes in that it doesn’t require the abil-
ity to measure an absolute time of arrival. For conventional Time Difference
of Arrival (TDOA) based geo-location systems the position of a client is es-
timated by using at least three fixed reference base stations [60, 61]. The client
consists of a mobile transmitting station that broadcasts simultaneously to all
base-stations. By obtaining the time difference between the arrival (TDOA) of
a transmission at two fixed base-stations, a hyperbolic surface of possible loc-
ations of the mobile client is generated. However, in the case of a fixed client
height, this can be reduced to a 2D hyperbolic curve (See Appendix B.1). Sub-
sequently the client’s exact location is computed as the intersection of two or
more such hyperbolic curves as depicted in Figure 2.40. While this technique
has the advantage of not requiring a shared timing reference between the mo-
bile client and a base-station, synchronisation is still required between each
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fixed base-station [13].
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Figure 2.40: TDOA Geo-Location
Owing to the increased timing accuracy associated with using wide-band chan-
nels, in recent times there has been increased interest in UWB based indoor
TDOA geo-location schemes [19, 16, 62]. In addition, there exists several com-
mercial systems that employ UWB-TDOA : an example of such companies
offering these solutions include Ubisense2and Zebra3. Further discussion of
TDOA based techniques can be found later in Chapter 5.
2.3.3.3 Computational Efficiency in Time Based Techniques
While the narrow time domain signals of UWB allows for precise acquisition
of a pulse arrival time, it also leads to an excessive computational overhead.
This overhead can be attributed to each sampling bin of received time do-
main signal being searched in order to locate the position (or time) of a narrow
pulse. The number of bins can be excessive in UWB systems as the sampling
rate must be sufficient such that it can adequately sample a pulse that, in some
cases, has a time domain width less than a nanosecond. For receivers listening
over extended durations of time this leads to several thousand bins as candid-
ates for the arrival time. The computational overhead is exacerbated further as
in conventional UWB time based location systems searching for a pulse arrival
2http://www.ubisense.net
3http://zes.zebra.com/
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involves cross correlation of the received signal with a copy of the expected
pulse waveform [19]. As a consequence, a processing delay must be endured
prior to obtaining a position estimate.
A potential solution to this problem is proposed in [17] for TOA based systems.
A fast search for a pulse time of arrival is possible using a two step algorithm.
The initial step computes a rough estimate of the pulse position by analyzing
coarse regions in order to identify the one with largest received energy. Sub-
sequently correlation is applied to the bins of this region yielding the precise
arrival time of the pulse. Later in Chapter 5 of this thesis an algorithm for ef-
ficient TDOA acquisition is developed. This algorithm offers an novel means
of determining the time difference between two pulses as an alternative to the
computationally expensive cross correlation used in conventional TDOA im-
plementations [19].
2.3.4 Hybrid Techniques
The techniques mentioned in the previous sections can also be combined in
order to create a hybrid algorithm. By combining more than one method it is
possible to obtain greater positioning accuracy [63]. Also hybrid techniques
can reduce the infrastructure required for geo-location. In [57] a hybrid was
developed that used both angle and time of arrival measurements in an out-
door mobile phone network. As a result only a single base-station is required
in order to compute a client’s handset location.
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Chapter 3
Ray Tracing Visibility Algorithm
In this chapter a ray tracing image removal visibility algorithm is developed.
The concept of employing image theory in order to compute reflected ray tra-
jectories was previously introduced in Section 2.1.4 of Chapter 2. The tech-
nique presented within this chapter involves removing redundant reflecting
surfaces at a pre processing stage thus reducing the computational burden of
point to point ray tracing in environments that contain a large number of re-
flecting surfaces. The algorithm was specifically designed for use with simula-
tions that allow multiple wall transmissions for each ray and can be applied to
both wide-band and narrow-band simulations. This work has been previously
presented at the 2006 European Conference on Antennas and Propagation in
Nice, France [20].
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3.1 Introduction
As the complexity and size of a building environment increases so too will the
number of images that have to be processed and stored. A greater number of
images leads to increased memory requirements and longer processing times.
Consequently, the computational limits of conventional computing platforms
cap the orders of reflection that can be calculated for complex environments.
Similar concerns limit the number of transmissions that a ray can undergo.
Some surfaces or facets will create redundant images due to this transmis-
sion limit; usually these will not be identified until ray tracing is carried out.
This incurs simulation time penalties that can be avoided if such surfaces are
identified at a pre-processing stage. In the proposed algorithm only surfaces
that are visible to the transmitter, within the number of allowed transmissions,
are considered during computation of first order images. Several methods ex-
ist where obscured surfaces and corresponding images are removed. In [64]
and [65], surfaces that are completely obscured by others are removed dur-
ing pre-processing by a sweep line algorithm. However these algorithms do
not make provisions for a wall transmission limit and instead assume that ray
transmission through objects do not occur. Other techniques employ visibil-
ity algorithms during run time that are concerned with eliminating facet sur-
faces from a particular ray path. These include multi-platen and angular Z-
buffers [66,67]. In [68] a frustum ray tracing algorithm is used to speed up cal-
culations of ray-object intersections. Line of sight and non line of sight regions
are divided into different frustums1 of a pyramid that has an apex correspond-
ing to either the transmitter or an image point. Image trees of the transmitter
and receiver point are created in [70]. Images that are not present in both trees
are excluded from the ray trace. This algorithm is particulary suited for a par-
allel processing platform as both trees can be computed independently of each
other.
The method proposed in this chapter removes redundant surfaces at a pre-
processing stage for consideration during the calculations of first order images.
Surfaces can be “shadowed” from direct paths to the transmitter by other fa-
cets in the propagation environment. Such a surface is deemed redundant
when the number of obstructing facets exceeds a transmission limit set prior
to a ray tracing simulation. This limit varies depending on the propagation
characteristics the facets present within an environment and the maximum at-
1A Frustum is formed by two parallel planes cutting a solid [69]
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tenuation threshold required for a particular simulation. Assuming a uniform
dimension and material for each facet within an environment results in a fixed
attenuation for each transmission thus allowing a transmission limit to be im-
posed. Surfaces contained within regions that exceed this limit will not be
reached by an incident ray or yield for any first order reflections.
Assuming M valid reflecting surfaces without a transmission limit, the num-
ber of images created at each order of reflection is expressed as2
K = M (M− 1)O−1 , (3.1)
where O is the order of reflection. Figure 3.1 shows the cumulative number of
images produced at successive orders of reflection. A single first order image
results in Ka images at higher orders where,
Ka =
Omax−1
∏
1
(M− 1) , (3.2)
and Omax is the highest order of reflection allowed for a ray tracing simulation.
Consequently, for each redundant first order image removed by this algorithm
there is an additional reduction of Ka images at higher orders.
Prior to removing redundant images facets that are shadowed from the trans-
mitter must be identified. Initially a projection of the environment is made
from the perspective of the transmitter on to several projection planes distrib-
uted within the environment. Subsequently a test is carried out on each plane
to determine if it is entirely shadowed by a number of surfaces greater than
the allowed number of transmissions. In what follows, it is assumed that the
projected surfaces of the building environment are four sided polygons and as
such only corner and intersection points need to be tested without discretising
the entire area of the projection planes. If the prescribed number of layers cov-
ers a projection plane then facets completely shadowed by it can be removed
for consideration in first order image calculations. However the algorithm in-
curs a preprocessing overhead and consequently, accelerated execution times
are only obtained for simulations involving high orders of reflection in an en-
vironment with a large number of reflecting surfaces.
2In this example it is assumed that each reflecting surface creates images at every order of
reflection. In a realistic implementation of ray tracing some surface may be positioned such
that they do not face an image and as a result would be disregard during higher order image
computations.
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Figure 3.1: Image Growth for each order of Reflection
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3.2 Description of Algorithm for a Single Projection Plane
Initially a projection of all the surfaces between the transmitter and a projec-
tion plane is created as shown in Figure 3.2. The transmitter location is used
as the origin and the projection produces several overlapping polygons on the
2-D projection plane. This plane must be tested in order to check if a specified
number of layers of polygons completely covers the plane area. While corner
points of polygons are immediately identifiable on the projection plane, inter-
section points between polygon edges must be subsequently computed. Only
the corner and intersection points need to be tested when trying to ascertain
the number of polygons that shadow a particular projection plane. This elim-
inates any need to discretise the whole projection plane area in contrast to the
multi-platen and angular Z-buffers techniques of [66,67]. Once it is confirmed
that the projection plane is completely covered by the required level of poly-
gons, surfaces that are completely within its shadow, such as in Figure 3.3, can
be disregarded as candidates for first order reflections.
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Figure 3.2: Plane Projection Polygon
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Figure 3.3: Projection Plane Projection shadowing Facets (Plan View)
3.2.1 Shadow Testing
This section outlines how projection planes are tested to determine if they are
entirely covered by a specified number of layers of shadowing. Initially, for
the purposes of clarity, a case where only one layer of shadowing is required
on the projection plane is considered.
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Figure 3.4: Projected polygon shadows Pi on projection plane A
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Figure 3.5: Shadowed regions Ri and unshadowed polygons Si
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Figure 3.4 shows projected polygons P1, P2 and P3 on the projection plane A.
These projected polygons are the resultant shadows from original facets in
the building environment present between the transmitter and the projection
plane. Projection plane A can be written as:
A = S
⋃{ Q⋃
i=1
Pi}, (3.3)
where A is the space enclosed in the projection plane, Q is the number of pro-
jected polygons Pi and S is the area of A that is not shadowed. The algorithm
relies on the fact that A is entirely shadowed when S, the unshadowed region,
has an area of zero.
The projected polygons
⋃Q
i=1 Pi intersect and can be decomposed into smaller
non-overlapping shadowed regions Ri. For example, in Figure 3.4 the inter-
secting polygons P1, P2 and P3 form the shadowed regions R1 to R7 in Fig-
ure 3.5, such that,
Q⋃
i=1
Pi =
M⋃
i=1
Ri, (3.4)
where M is the number of shadowed regions Ri created by Q projection poly-
gons. The intersecting projection polygons
⋃Q
i=1 Pi will create the same or a
greater number of Ri regions (ie: M ≥ Q). Combining Equation 3.4 and Equa-
tion 3.3 gives Equation 3.5 as an expression for the entire plane A,
A = S
⋃{ M⋃
i=1
Ri}. (3.5)
A region Ri is uniquely described by its vertices Vi, of which it must have at
least three.
Ri −→ {V1, V2, V3, ....}. (3.6)
These vertices Vi can be identified as corner points Ci of the original projected
polygons Pi or intersection points Ii between the edges of these polygons. This
is observed where the vertices V2, V4 and V5 in Figure 3.4 are labelled C7, I1
and C2 in Figure 3.5. The unshadowed area S can be conceived of as a union
of smaller unshadowed regions si as in Equation 3.7.
S =
H⋃
i=1
si, (3.7)
where H is the number of unshadowed regions si that constitute S. For ex-
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ample, in Figure 3.5, S is comprised of a union of unshadowed regions s1, s2,
s3 and s4.
If an unshadowed region si exists it will invariably share some of the vertices
Vi of the shadowed regions Ri. For example, in Figure 3.5, s1 shares the ver-
tices C7, C8 and I5 with R1. As stated earlier, the projection plane has to be
tested to determine if an unshadowed region such as si is present. Each ver-
tex Vi on the projection plane A is examined to ascertain if it is a vertex of an
unshadowed region si. The existence of an unshadowed part of the projection
plane is confirmed if any vertex Vi of shadowed region Ri is common to an
unshadowed region si. For the purpose of testing a projection plane for shad-
owing, each vertex Vi is classified as either a corner point Ci, a shared corner
point CSi or intersection point Ii. The following sections describe these differ-
ent types of points and their associated tests to determine if they are vertices
of an unshadowed region si.
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3.2.2 Corner Points
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Figure 3.6: Projected Polygon P1 and Corner Point Ci .
Figure 3.6 shows a corner point Ci as a vertex of a projected polygon P1 and
an unshadowed region s1. In this example the entire projection plane A is
not covered by a layer of shadowing, hence s1 exists and has Ci as a vertex.
In addition, it should be noted from Equation 3.7 that s1 ⊂ S . Considering
Figure 3.6, when the corner point Ci is a vertex of s1 ,it is also present within at
least one projected polygon, in this case P1. As a result, in order to test whether
Ci is a vertex of the unshadowed region s1, it is sufficient to simply count the
number of projected polygons Pi that Ci is present within. If Ci is found to be
a vertex of s1 then the projection plane A is not entirely covered by shadowed
polygons Pi. Equation 3.8 forms the basis of such a test to determine whether
a corner point Ci is also a vertex of some unshadowed region si.
N(Ci) = G(Ci)− 1, (3.8)
where G(Ci) is the number of projected polygons Pi that Ci is within. If N(Ci)
is zero then Ci is a vertex of si and the whole projection plane is not completely
shadowed by projected polygons Pi. If N(Ci) is greater than zero then this
corner point is not touching an si unshadowed region and is contained within
another projection polygon P2 as in Figure 3.7. This indicates that Ci is not a
vertex of any si.
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Figure 3.7: Projected Polygons P1, P2 and Corner Point Ci
3.2.3 Shared Corner Points
It may occur that a corner point is shared by several projected polygons as in
Figure 3.8. If three or less polygons share a corner point CSi as in Figure 3.8(a),
it is possible for the corner point CSi to be a vertex of an unshadowed region
s1. In this example a corner point CSi is present within the three projected
polygons P1, P2 and P3. Equation 3.9 represents a test to check if CSi is a vertex
of an unshadowed region si (see Figure 3.8(a)).
N(CSi) = G(CSi)− NP(CSi) {NP(CSi) ≤ 3}, (3.9)
where G(CSi) is the number of projected polygons that CSi is present within
and NP(CSi) is the number of projected polygons Pi that share the corner point
CSi. Being a shared corner point of several polygons contributes to the val-
ues of both NP(CSi) and G(CSi). Consequently, NP(CSi) is subtracted from
G(CSi) in order to find the number of additional polygons that CSi is con-
tained with. If following this, N(CSi) = 0, then an unshadowed region s1
depicted by Figure 3.8(a) exists.
Due to the exclusive use of four sided regular rectangles for facets and rooms
in the building layouts of this work, it is assumed that where four or more
polygons share a corner point, CSi is surrounded entirely by the projected
polygons P1,P2,P3 and P4 as in 3.8(b). Incorporating this into Equation 3.9
results in Equation 3.10 as a means of obtaining the number of layers shadow-
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(a) 3 Polygons Sharing a Corner Point
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(b) 4 Polygons Sharing a Corner Point
Figure 3.8: Shared Corner Point
ing CSi. As in the previous case of a single corner point, values of N(CSi) > 0
for Equation 3.10 indicate that the point CSi is not a vertex of an unshadowed
region.
N(CSi) = G(CSi)− NP(CSi) + 1 {NP(CSi) ≥ 4}, (3.10)
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3.2.4 Intersection Points
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Figure 3.9: Intersection point Ii from P1
⋃
P2
An intersection point Ii is formed when two edges of polygons intersect (see P1
and P2 in Figure 3.9). It can be seen that an intersection point Ii is a vertex bor-
dering four regions and that the layer of shadowing L differs for each region.
The intersection of P1 and P2 in Figure 3.9 can be decomposed in four regions
R1 ,R2, RP1∩P2 , and K (K = A \ {P1 ∪ P2}). The K region has the least number
of shadowing layers3L it and could potentially be in a region in S without any
layer of shadowing as in Figure 3.9.
Using Equation 3.11 it can be determined whether Ii is a vertex of an unshad-
owed region si.
N(Ii) = G(Ii)− 2, (3.11)
where G(Ii) is the number of projected polygons that the intersection point lies
within. As in the case of the corner point, if N(Ii) is zero then the projection
plane A is not completely shadowed and Ii is a vertex of an unshadowed re-
gion si. It should be noted that an intersection point is considered to be within
2 polygons (P1 and P2) and that the region outside P1 ∪ P2 (A \ {P1 ∪ P2}), will
3“Shadowing Layers” or “Layers of Shadowing” refers to the number of facets that obscure
a particular portion of the projection plane A from the transmitter. The effects of such facet’s
surfaces being projected on to the projection plane can be conceived as being analogous to
classical shadowing associated with the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. A
region on the projection plane covered by L projected surfaces is considered to have L ”layers
of shadowing”.
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have a layer of shadowing L equivalent to G(Ii)− 2.
3.2.5 Variable Threshold of shadowing
In the previous sections, a technique was outlined for determining if a projec-
tion plane was entirely covered by at least one layer of shadowing. However,
a ray-tracing simulation may allow for several consecutive transmissions per
ray. This translates to a lower limit threshold of shadowing layers correspond-
ing to the number of transmissions T permitted per ray. While the previous ap-
proaches outlined in Sections 3.2.2-3.2.4 are still applicable, the values of N(Ci)
N(CSi) and N(Ii) from Eqs. 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 must exceed this threshold ≥ T
for a plane to be considered entirely shadowed by T layers.
In summary if Eqs. 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, hold true for all Ci, CSi and Ii then a pro-
jection plane is completely shadowed by T layers,
N(Ci) ≥ T, (3.12)
N(CSi) ≥ T, (3.13)
N(Ii) ≥ T. (3.14)
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3.2.6 Plane Removal
If tests of the corner, intersection and shared corner points are all passed then
the projection plane is considered to have the minimum level of shadowing
T equivalent to the maximum permitted number of transmissions. A shadow
zone is created using the transmitter location point as the origin of the zone
and the projection plane as the source of the shadow (see Figure 3.10). Surfaces
of facets contained in this shadow zone are ignored during the identification
of first order images. Otherwise facets that are not contained in this zone are
still considered when making first order images.
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Figure 3.10: Projection Plane PP and Facets
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3.3 Implementation of Image Removal Algorithm
The image removal algorithm is applied prior to running a ray tracing simu-
lation. Surfaces found to be sufficiently shadowed are noted and subsequently
disregarded when identifying first order images. The 3D co-ordinates of corner-
points of the facets in the building environment are used to create 2D projec-
tions onto a series of projection planes. In the aforementioned ray-tracing sim-
ulator, twelve projection planes are located equidistant from the transmitter
and at angles in increments of thirty degrees as in Figure 3.11. While a radius
d of 60 meters was used for simulations in this chapter the configuration can
be varied for different ray transmission limits and building layouts. Specific-
ally, the choice of the transmission limit will depend on the attenuation of the
walls in the environment. For this purpose it is assumed that each wall is of
the same thickness and composed of identical materials. As a result an av-
erage attenuation can be attributed to each wall and a suitable transmission
limit applied. Prior to simulation time the radius d can be specified such that
there will be a number of walls equivalent or greater than the transmission
limit present between the transmitter and at least one projection plane. In the
case of this simulation the radius was chosen by visual inspection. While this
process could be automated by recursively testing with ever increasing radii,
this would entail a prohibitive computational cost.
The aforementioned projection planes have a height equal to that storey of the
building. All facets that are located in the area between the transmitter and
the projection plane are projected onto the plane. Projected polygons, even
those that are on the plane but not within boundaries, are noted. However,
only intersection points and corner points from within or on a projection plane
boundaries are subject to coverage tests for that plane. Each projection plane
in Figure 3.11 is tested in succession and in the case of an individual cover-
age test failing, the program immediately moves on to testing a subsequent
plane. This is a time saving alternative to testing every point on a particular
plane. Facets located behind a plane that meets the shadow threshold T are re-
moved from the list of surfaces used to make first order images. As depicted in
Figure 3.12 the corner points of the projection planes are the first tested for the
minimum layer of coverage T. This is achieved by counting the number of pro-
jected polygons (G(CSi)) that these points are present within. There are only
four such points to be tested and failure results in the test for this plane being
abandoned. Creating intersection points is computationally expensive as it in-
volves checking each polygon side for an intersection with each other. To avoid
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this time penalty the corner points of the projected polygons are checked for
coverage before calculating intersection points. Intersection points are com-
puted only when all corner points pass the coverage test. These points are
tested before the shared corner points. When all twelve planes in Figure 3.11
are tested a reduced list of facets are used for creating first order images of the
transmitter. This has an overall effect of reducing the amount of images that
are created for all higher orders, resulting in less time for calculating ray paths.
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Figure 3.11: Planar view of 12 Projection Planes centred about a transmitted TX
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Figure 3.12: Implementation of Algorithm
3.4 Results
In order to evaluate the image removal algorithm, execution times were com-
pared for both accelerated and un-accelerated simulations. For the purposes
of testing this technique, the narrow-band ray-tracing simulator developed by
Dr. Eamon Kenny [7] was employed. Figure 3.13 shows the percentage re-
duction in ray tracing execution time for each order of reflection as a result of
applying the algorithm. The ray trace allowed a maximum of 8 transmissions
per ray. Due to memory requirements of the computer used, 4th order of re-
flection was the maximum that was possible. In this simulation the transmitter
was located at (5, 5, 1.7) in the most south easterly room of the building (see
Figure 3.16) . The building was populated by 64 receiver points. On applic-
ation of the acceleration algorithm the number of facets considered for first
order reflection calculations was reduced from 74 to 61. However, resultant
higher order images are reduced as in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.14. There is a
time saving associated with reducing the number of images but at lower or-
ders of reflection this is outweighed by the pre-processing time resulting from
applying the image removal algorithm. The average pre-processing time was
188.63 seconds4. From Table 3.15it can be seen that for fourth order reflections
the number of images removed is sufficient such that the time saving exceeds
the pre-processing time. A net time saving of 18.09% was achieved by apply-
ing the algorithm which equates to an overall reduction of 3808 seconds (63.47
mins).
4Applying the algorithm results in an addition pre-processing computations prior to run-
ning an actual ray tracing simulation. As a result the total execution time is expressed as the
sum of the preprocessing time overhead associated with applying the image removal algorithm
and the ray tracing simulation time. This preprocessing time overhead is not included in time
savings shown in Figure 3.13.
5“Ray Tracing Time” differs from “Total Execution Time” in that it does not include the time
taken to load building data and create image lists.
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Figure 3.13: Percentage time saving per Reflection order for Ray-Tracing allowing 8 transmissions
(Excluding Pre-Processing Times)
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Figure 3.14: Number of Images Removed for Simulations allowing 8 Transmissions (TX @ 5,5,1.7)
Order of Reflection 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Accelerated Times (Seconds)
Ray Tracing Time 0.641 11.672 407 16977.8
Total Execution Time 264.266 274.453 668.593 17246
Non-Accelerated Time (Seconds)
Ray Tracing Time 0.781 16.328 500.64 20972.4
Total Execution Time 77.031 89.766 573.046 21054.4
Time Savings (Seconds)
Ray Tracing 0.14 4.656 93.64 3994.6
Total Execution -187.235 -184.687 -95.547 3808.4
% Time Savings
Ray Tracing Time 17.92 28.51 18.70 19.05
Total Execution Time -243.06 -205.74 -16.67 18.09
Average Preprocessing Time (Seconds) 188.63
Table 3.1: Time-savings for Ray Tracing allowing for 8 Transmissions
Order Images Total Total Total
of Reflection Removed Accelerated Un-Accelerated Images
Images Images Removed
1 9 35 44 9
2 352 1484 1845 361
3 13548 59110 73091 13909
4 519481 2306720 2840182 533390
Table 3.2: Images removed for Simulations allowing 8 Transmissions (TX @ 5 ,5 ,1.7).
An additional ray trace was carried out allowing for 4th order transmission
and reflections. This time the transmitter was located near the centre of the
building at (75, 40, 1.7) (see Figure 3.16). There were 144 receiver points in the
simulation and the number of facets considered during first order image calcu-
lations was reduced from 74 to 63. Figure 3.15 and Table 3.3 show the numbers
of images reduced at each order of reflection. As in the case of the previous
simulations, a net time saving was not realised until 4th order reflections were
used. However, at this order the accelerated simulator achieved a time saving
in of 2404.5 seconds (40.07 mins) which corresponds to a 10.33% saving off the
original ray tracing simulation execution time.
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Order Images Total Total Total
of Reflection Removed Accelerated Un-Accelerated Images
Images Images Removed
1 5 34 39 5
2 180 1358 1543 185
3 6649 52317 59148 6831
4 248697 1999565 2255093 255528
Table 3.3: Images removed for Simulations allowing 4 Transmissions (TX @ 75, 40, 1.7)
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Figure 3.15: Number of Images Removed for Simulations Allowing 4 Transmissions (TX @ 75, 40, 1.7
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Figure 3.16: Ray Tracing Environment
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter an image removal visibility algorithm was presented. The tech-
nique removes invalid images at a preprocessing stage thus resulting in a more
efficient ray tracing simulation. Redundant first order images are identified by
applying a projection plane based acceleration algorithm. The projection plane
is tested in order to determine whether it is shadowed completely by at least
T layer of facets, where T is the maximum number of transmissions permitted
per ray. By analysing the vertices of overlapping facet projections the num-
ber of shadowing layers can be determined without the need to discretise the
entire plane. Facets behind such a shadowed plane are not considered when
computing first order ray tracing paths and subsequently this results in a re-
duced number of images.
The image removal algorithm was tested for an indoor building environment
of Figure 3.16. A greater reduction in overall images and corresponding sim-
ulation times was noted as the order of reflections in a simulation increased.
However such ray tracing simulation time savings must be considered against
the preprocessing time taken to apply the algorithm. Consequently, a total net
time saving is only realised for simulations permitting a maximum 4th order
reflections. Using this configuration a total execution saving in the order of
18% is achieved.
The algorithm presented in this chapter offers a distinct advantage of being
suitable for use with ray tracing simulations where multiple transmission through
objects are considered for each ray. In addition, it is applied without having to
discretise entire propagation environments such as in the z-buffer techniques
of [66, 67]. However, considering that the proposed algorithm in this work is
applied during a preprocessing stage resulting in a pre-processing time over-
head, a net reduction in execution times will not be achieved for all config-
uration. Specifically this algorithm works best with simulations that required
a high order of reflection (> 3rd order) containing surfaces obscured by an
amount of facets greater than the ray transmission limit T.
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Chapter 4
Frequency Domain Acceleration
Technique
Frequency domain based ray tracing computations were initially introduced
in Section 2.1.5 of Chapter 2. In addition, the variation of ray scattering coeffi-
cients with frequency in these computations was demonstrated in
Sections 2.1.5.1-2.1.5.3. A key advantage of employing frequency domain based
simulations is that these variations can be rigorously calculated over a wide-
bandwidth such as those used in Ultra-Wideband (UWB) systems. However,
the large bandwidth of several Giga-Hertz can result in a challenging com-
putational overhead. In this chapter an acceleration technique is introduced
that aims to reduce this burden. The proposed algorithm allows full sweep
UWB channels to be accurately approximated from a ray tracing simulation
using only a reduced set of sample frequencies. Applying this technique to a
conventional frequency domain simulator results in reduced simulation times
while maintaining the capability of including frequency dependent scattering
effects.
4.1 Frequency Domain Ray Tracing
Channel responses at specified receiver points are computed by means of a
ray-tracing simulator. During such computations dominant paths by which
energy propagates between the receiver and transmitter are identified. Sub-
sequently these paths are calculated and summed to obtain the total channel
response. At a point r this response can be written as,
H (r, ω) =
N
∑
i=1
Ri (r, ω) , (4.1)
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where N is the total number of rays and depends on the highest order of scat-
tering events that is allowed. Each ray has an associated response Ri (r, ω)
and is composed of a connected set of straight line segments between discrete
scattering events, which can include reflections, transmission or diffractions.
The variation of the response with frequency in Equation (4.1) is due to the
frequency dependency of each ray, which in turn can be categorized into two
separate propagation effects.
• A substantial contribution to frequency dependence is due to the propaga-
tion distance of a ray. Electric lengths of a ray will differ at each indi-
vidual frequency. Although this results in a phase component that varies
rapidly with frequency, the effect can be easily computed.
• Additional frequency dependent effects are attributable to interactions of
the ray with objects in the propagation environment. Transmission and
reflection coefficients of such objects’ surfaces undergo variations due to
the frequency dependence of the constituent materials’ dielectric prop-
erties. Consequently, individual rays also exhibit frequency dependent
variations. Such effects, while significant, vary slowly with frequency.
The proposed technique relies on separating these widely varying frequency
dependencies for each ray. Fast variations are extracted and the remaining
slowly varying effects are approximated using a low order polynomial. Using
this method a channel response can be completely specified by analysing the
ray at a reduced number of frequency sample points.
4.2 Efficient Frequency Sweep
In order to identify, and subsequently separate, rapidly and slowly varying
frequency dependencies it is necessary to examine the constituents of a ray
trace generated multi-path channel.
A channel response at a point r is given by,
H (r, ω) =
N
∑
i=1
Ri (r, ω) , (4.2)
where H(r, ω) is equivalent to the component of electric field at the point r
in the direction of the receiver antenna polarisation and Ri (r, ω) is the asso-
ciated electric field contribution from an individual ray at such a point. A
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vertically polarised isotropic receiver antenna was assumed for simulations
presented in this chapter. Typically a channel response must be computed for
many frequency points ωγ for γ = 1 . . . Q, choosing Q large enough to ensure
a satisfactory sampling rate. Hence a computational burden arises when the
huge bandwidths of UWB channels are simulated. The proposed acceleration
technique reduces the number of frequency samples that must be explicitly
computed by separating the fast and slow varying components of each ray.
For each point r Equation 4.2 is rewritten as (suppressing the r dependence for
notational convenience),
H(ω) =
N
∑
i=1
Ai (ω) e−φi(ω), (4.3)
where the amplitude and phase frequency dependence of the ray contribution
are made explicit. This is factorized as follows,
H(ω) =
N
∑
i=1
Ai (ω) e−φ˜i(ω)e−φ
d
i (ω), (4.4)
where φdi is the phase behaviour associated with the free-space propagation of
the ray and φ˜i is the residual phase behaviour associated with object interac-
tions.
The phase term φdi has the form,
φdi (ω) =
diω
c
, (4.5)
where di is the distance ray i travels in free space and c is the speed of light
in a vacuum. By dividing out this linear phase from a ray response, a slowly
varying term Ai (ω) e−φ˜i(ω) remains. Consequently, this residual can be ap-
proximated by Pi, a polynomial of order m,
Ai (ω) e−φ˜i(ω) ' Pi(ω), (4.6)
yielding,
H (ω) '
N
∑
i=1
e−φ
d
i (ω)Pi (ω) . (4.7)
Pi can be completely specified for each ray by computing exactly the channel
response at m + 1 ¿ Q frequency points.
A received signal r(t) can be obtained by multiplying the channel response by
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S(ω), the Fourier transform of the transmitted signal s(t), and subsequently
computing an Inverse Fourier transform,
r(t) = F−1 (S (ω) H (ω)) . (4.8)
However, an alternative analytical approach is also possible that eliminates
the need to perform this inverse Fourier transform. A time domain ray contri-
bution can be computed using the polynomial approximation Pi and the free
space term e−φdi (ω). This approach exploits the following identities of Fourier
transforms,
F−1{(ω)g S(ω)} = dg
dtg
s(t) (4.9)
s(t− a) = F−1{S(ω)e−aω}. (4.10)
The received time domain signal r(t) can be considered as a sum of individual
ray contributions ri(t) where,
ri (t) ' F−1
(
S (ω) Pie−φ
d
i (ω)
)
. (4.11)
By utilizing the identities of Equations (4.9) and (4.5) this time domain ray can
be expressed as,
ri(t) ' α0is
(
t− di
c
)
− β0isH(t− dic )
+
m−1
∑
g=1,3,5...
g−1
(
αgi
dg
dtg
sH(t− dic ) + βgi
dg
dtg
s
(
t− di
c
))
+
m
∑
g=2,4,6...
g
(
αgi
dg
dtg
s
(
t− di
c
)
− βgi
dg
dtg
sH(t− dic )
)
,
(4.12)
where
sH(t) = F−1{H{S(t)}}. (4.13)
In this expression H represents the Hilbert transform while c is the speed of
light in a vacuum and di is the propagation length of the ray. αgi and βgi are
the respective real and imaginary parts of the gth order coefficient of the poly-
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nomial Pi of Equation (4.11) such that,
Pi(ω) =
M
∑
g=0
(
αgi − βgi
)
ωg, (4.14)
where M is the highest order coefficient present within Pi(ω). Assuming a
known set of waveforms for the transmitted signal s(t), successive derivatives
of both s(t) and SH(t) can be computed prior to simulations. This leaves only
the polynomial coefficients αgi and βgi and the ray path delays
di
c to be com-
puted during runtime. Subsequently, the time domain received signal can be
computed from ray contributions without the need to employ interpolation in
the frequency domain. Also the inverse Fourier transform of Equation 4.9 is no
longer necessary and this leaves only the polynomial coefficients αgi and βgi
and the ray path delays dic to be computed during runtime
1. Assuming a prior
known set of transmitted waveforms for s(t), this results in an efficient means
of computing the time domain received signal r(t) without the need to eval-
uate the polynomial Pi (ω) at each frequency or perform an inverse Fourier
transform.
1A more detailed discussion of the use of the Hilbert transform in Equation 4.12 can be found
in Appendix A.1
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4.2.1 Frequency Dependency of Residual Term
In the previous section a slowly varying residual component Ai(ω)e−jφ˜i(ω) was
introduced. This component contains the frequency dependent effects that a
propagated ray experiences due to its interactions with objects in the propaga-
tion environment. Specifically these events entail either reflection, transmis-
sion or diffraction. Recalling the discussion of wide-band scattering effects in
Section 2.1.5 of Chapter 2, the frequency dependance of scattering coefficients
can be attributed to frequency variations of the scattering object material prop-
erties, specifically the effective complex permittivity ε (ω). This permittivity is
given by,
ε (ω) = ε
′
(ω)− ε′ (ω) pe (ω) , (4.15)
where
ε
′
(ω) = εr (ω) ε0. (4.16)
In the above expressions, the free-space permittivity, dielectric constant and
effective loss tangent are given by ε0, εr (ω) and pe (ω) respectively. Both the
dielectric constant and loss tangent vary with frequency and differ for each
material. In [38] a study of these variations was carried out using measure-
ments of common indoor materials. The results of this study for concrete are
incorporated into the UWB simulation presented in this chapter. This has res-
ulted in more realistic values for the reflection, transmission and diffraction
coefficients. Furthermore, this ensures that the frequency variation of these
scattering coefficients are rigorously accounted for.
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4.2.2 Implementation of Algorithm
The proposed algorithm is applied to each frequency domain ray individually.
For the purposes of demonstrating the operation of this method, the electric
field Ri associated with the ith ray shown in Figure 4.1 will now be examined.
This complex valued field can be divided into a magnitude and phase response
that varies with frequency as in Figures 4.1(a)-4.1(b).
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Figure 4.1: Frequency Response of a Ray
Considering Figure (4.1(b)) it is observed that the ray’s phase varies extremely
rapidly with frequency. At this stage it would be impossible to approximate
this ray’s frequency response with a low order polynomial. However, by di-
viding out the phase associated with the free-space propagation of the ray, φdi ,
the residual component of Figure 4.2 remains. This phase of this component
in Figure 4.2(b) varies much more slowly with frequency.
Consequently, this residual can be approximated accurately by a low order
polynomial that requires only a reduced number of sample points to make the
approximation for the complete bandwidth. Once the residual approximation
has been obtained the phase effects from the propagation path length can be re-
introduced by simply multiplying the approximated residual ray by e−φdi (ω).
This produces a satisfactory approximation to the original ray frequency re-
sponse with minimal errors as illustrated by Figure 4.3 2. Furthermore, a time
domain received signal can be generated using the analytic technique of Equa-
tion 4.12. Prior knowledge of the transmitted pulse s(t) is prerequisite for this
approach. Nevertheless, it offers a convenient means of computing the re-
ceived signal without the need to evaluate the response of a residual at each
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frequency domain sample.
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Figure 4.2: Residual Ray Frequency Response
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Figure 4.3: Approximation Error
2The error is computed as Ri(ω) − Racci (ω) where Ri(ω) is the frequency domain ray re-
sponse computed using the full frequency sweep simulation and Racci (ω) is obtained using the
acceleration technique.
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A summary of the steps involved in applying the acceleration technique to a
ray are shown in Figure 4.4. It is assumed that the ray lengths are available
from the ray tracing simulator in order to compute the phase e−φdi due to free
space propagation. Also, the ray tracing simulator is configured such that indi-
vidual ray responses are available. The simulator computes a field associated
with this ray for a reduced set of frequency points. Following the removal of
the free space component from the reduced ray response, a polynomial is fit-
ted to the resultant residual. The polynomial Pi (ω) is of an order never greater
than m where the reduced ray is specified at m + 1 frequency sample points.
However, from observing simulation results, in practice it is not necessary for
the polynomial Pi (ω) to contain higher than 10th order coefficients. Using the
known transmitted signal s(t) and it corresponding Hilbert transformH{s(t)}
the time domain ray contribution ri(t) is computed from the coefficients of the
polynomial Pi (ω). Finally, in order to obtain the complete multi-path received
signal r(t), each of the time domain ray contributions ri(t) are summed.
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Figure 4.4: Summary of Frequency Acceleration Algorithm
4.3 Results
For the purposes of evaluating the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm a
ray tracing simulation was computed for the building environments of Fig-
ures 4.8 and 4.17. The facets of these building were modelled using the mater-
ial properties of concrete shown in Figure 4.6 as obtained through the exper-
imental measurements of Muqaibel in [38]. The transmitted signal consisted
of a Gaussian mono-cycle pulse, shown in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) which is
expressed in the time domain as,
s (t) =
[
1− 4pi
(
t
tn
)2]
exp
(
−2pi
(
t
tn
)2)
, (4.17)
where tn is a scaling factor that determines the bandwidth of the pulse and in
this simulation tn = 0.520 nanoseconds.
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Figure 4.5: Gaussian Doublet UWB Pulse
A series of accelerated ray tracing simulations were carried out using differ-
ing numbers of reduced frequency samples for each propagation environment.
These accelerated simulation were compared with an un-accelerated simula-
tion consisting of 801 frequency points each separated by 12.5 MHz spanning
from 0 to 10 GHz. Each ray was constrained to include no higher than 1st order
reflection effects (See Section 2.1.4 Chapter 2 for explanation of reflection or-
ders). Using the un-accelerated simulation as a reference the time saving and
percentage error incurred when computing the time domain received signals
will be presented later in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.6: Variation of Permittivity of concrete Dashed Line: Dielectric Constant Dotted Line Loss Tangent
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4.3.1 Simulation containing Reflections and Diffractions
The initial simulation entailed propagation in an environment containing only
reflection and diffraction effects. In this scenario the transmitter and receiver
have a direct unobscured line of sight (LOS) path between them. This path
along with the reflected and diffracted multi-paths are shown in the propaga-
tion environments of Figures 4.7-4.8.
Figure 4.7: Plan View of Building Environment containing Diffraction Edge
Figure 4.8: 3D View of Building Environment containing Diffraction Edge
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In Figure 4.9 the time domain received time domain signals computed by the
respective un-accelerated and accelerated simulations are shown. Using 11 fre-
quency samples for the accelerated simulation a good agreement is observed
between the received signals from the accelerated and un-accelerated simula-
tions. However, in Figure 4.10, reducing the number of frequency samples to 3
leads to greater discrepancies between the received waveforms. Figures 4.11-
4.15 show these discrepancies in the form of a relative error3for each configura-
tion of the acceleration technique using differing number of reduced frequency
domain samples. It should be noted that error values corresponding to where
the received signal is less than 1% of maximum are disregarded as such amp-
litudes could not be expected in a “real-world” scenario to exceed the noise
floor. Assuming a regulatory transmission limit of −41.3 dBm [48] and a re-
ceiver noise figure in the region of 6 dB [71], 1% of the maximum received
signal will not exceed a noise floor of −87.4 dBm [16]. These errors percent-
ages along with the corresponding reduction in simulation times are tabulated
in Table 4.3.1. While, as expected, reducing the number of frequency samples
lead to shorter simulation times, the accuracy was also adversely affected by
such reductions. This problem can be observed in Table 4.3.1 where less than 6
samples resulted in maximum errors exceeding 16%. Fortunately more toler-
able errors of below 3.5% were achieved when the number of frequency points
was increased to 41, 21 and 11 samples. Employing the accelerated algorithm
with such configurations resulted in simulation time savings in the order of
25%.
3This error is computed as er(t) = 100
( |ra(t)−ru(t)|
|ru(t)|
)
where ru(t) and ra(t) are the received
time domain signals computed using the respective un-accelerated and accelerated simulations
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Figure 4.9: Received Signal Un-Accelerated and Accelerated using 11 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.10: Received Signal Un-Accelerated and Accelerated using 3 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.11: Time Domain Error using 41 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.12: Time Domain Error using 21 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.13: Time Domain Error using 11 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.14: Time Domain Error using 6 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.15: Time Domain Error using 3 Frequency Samples
Step Number Max Execution Time % Time
Size of Samples % Error Time Saving (Secs) Saving (Secs)
20 41 0.03 1.534 0.512 25.02
40 21 0.38 1.503 0.543 26.54
80 11 3.07 1.471 0.575 28.10
100 9 3.33 1.471 0.575 28.10
160 6 16.98 1.456 0.590 28.84
400 3 54.01 1.44 0.606 29.62
Table 4.1: Percentage Time Saving and Relative error using Accelerated Ray Tracing (Reflections and Dif-
fractions only)
4.3.2 Simulations containing Transmissions
In order to evaluate the acceleration algorithm for rays that undergo trans-
mission through walls, a simulation was carried out using the environment
of Figures 4.16-4.17. A prominent characteristic of this structure is that a wall
separates the transmitter and receiver locations resulting in every ray exper-
iencing transmission effects. As in the previous simulation the acceleration
algorithm was applied using different numbers of frequency samples. Fig-
ure 4.18 shows the computed received signal for both the un-accelerated and
an accelerated simulation applied with 11 frequency samples. The poor per-
formance of an alternative simulation configuration using only 6 samples can
be seen in Figure 4.19 where a larger discrepancy occurs between accelerated
and un-accelerated computations. The relative time domain errors associated
with using a different number of samples are plotted in Figures 4.20-4.24.
These errors are calculated as the relative percentage difference between the
un-accelerated computed received waveform (using 801 frequency samples)
and the results of accelerated simulations using 41, 21, 11, 9, 6 and 3 samples
respectively. Observing Table 4.3.2 time savings in the order of 30% were
achieved using 21 frequency samples while enduring a relative error of only
4.28%. Additionally, increasing the number of samples to 41 resulted in a lower
maximum error of 0.38%. However, reductions to 11 samples resulted in ex-
cessive errors that exceed 30%. Consequently, the use of 21 samples with the
acceleration algorithm can be considered as an ideal compromise between time
savings and accuracy.
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Figure 4.16: Plan View of Building Environment containing Centre Wall
Figure 4.17: 3D View of Building Environment containing Centre Wall
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Figure 4.18: Received Signal Un-Accelerated and Accelerated using 11 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.19: Received Signal Un-Accelerated and Accelerated using 6 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.20: Time Domain Error using 41 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.21: Time Domain Error using 21 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.22: Time Domain Error using 11 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.23: Time Domain Error using 6 Frequency Samples
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Figure 4.24: Time Domain Error using 3 Frequency Samples
Step Number Max Execution Time % Time
Size of Samples % Error Time Saving (Secs) Saving (Secs)
1 801 NA 2.188 NA NA
20 41 0.38 1.550 0.638 29.16
40 21 4.28 1.518 0.670 30.62
80 11 31.17 1.503 0.685 31.31
100 9 74.78 1.487 0.701 32.04
160 6 147.00 1.471 0.717 32.77
400 3 250.00 1.456 0.732 33.46
Table 4.2: Percentage Time Saving and Relative error using Accelerated Ray Tracing (Including Transmis-
sions)
By comparing Table 4.3.2 above with the results of simulation containing only
diffractions and reflections in Table 4.3.1, it is noted that the presence of trans-
missions results in errors that grow more rapidly as the number of frequency
samples are reduced. As an example 11 samples yielded an error of 3.07%
in Table 4.3.1 when diffraction and reflection were modelled in simulation
while the same configuration resulted in errors exceeding 30% when mod-
elling transmissions in Table 4.3.2. This is a result of transmissions scatter-
ing experiencing more fluctuations with frequency (as seen previously in Sec-
tions 2.1.5.1-2.1.5.2 of Chapter 2) and as a consequence requiring a greater
number of frequency samples for an accurate application of the acceleration
technique.
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter a novel frequency domain ray tracing acceleration algorithm
was presented. This technique reduced the computational expense associated
with simulating wide-band channels while preserving the ability to account
for frequency dependent effects. Also an alternative means of obtaining the
time domain received signal was introduced that eliminates the need for in-
terpolation of frequency domain samples and a subsequent inverse Fourier
transform to the time domain. The performance of the acceleration algorithm
was appraised using simulations which incorporated empirical material prop-
erties that vary with frequency. Applying the frequency sweep acceleration
technique to such simulations resulted in a reduction of simulation times in the
order of 30% while errors of less than 4.5% in the time domain were achieved.
This reduction in frequency samples should be considered in the context of
the un-accelerated ray tracing simulations using 801 samples. Furthermore,
for simulation where transmissions were not present, a greater reduction in
frequency samples point was observed. In such scenarios the accelerated sim-
ulation used 9 samples while achieving an error of less than 3.5%. However,
for the case of a practical implementation of the acceleration algorithm in a
propagation simulator, transmissions must be considered as likely scattering
events.
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Chapter 5
Client Geographical Position
Estimation
Since the emergence of modern wireless communications networks, there has
been a growing interest in geo-location. In particular, the prospect of position
location capabilities in indoor environment has lead to speculation of vari-
ous possible future applications such as logistical tracking in warehouses, co-
ordination of rescue services and medical patient tracking amongst others [11].
This work focusses on a short range indoor based geo-location solution that
relies on Ultra Wide-Band(UWB) signal propagation. Specifically, in what fol-
lows, refinements to Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) based techniques are
presented which deliver reduced infrastructure and computational require-
ments when deploying geo-location in indoor environments.
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In this chapter two novel approaches to time difference of arrival (TDOA)
based geo-positioning using Ultra-Wideband (UWB) signal propagation are
developed. Accordingly, the discussion herein is composed of two separate
but complementary topics:
• Initially in Section 5.2, a geo-location scheme which incorporates inform-
ation from reflections is outlined. This approach allows for a receiver’s
position to be obtained using fewer fixed reference base-stations than
existing TDOA schemes [10, 19, 18]. This technique involves measuring
the time difference between an initial direct line of sight and a scattered
pulse received at a mobile client station. By employing image theory,
which was introduced earlier in Section 2.1.4 of Chapter 2, reflections
from permanent scattering objects can be considered as predictable propaga-
tion phenomena. By using such reflections as additional geo-location
references, fewer base-stations are required when predicting the phys-
ical position of a mobile station.
• In addition to developing a geo-location scheme that operates using re-
duced infrastructure, this work is also concerned with alleviating the
computational cost associated with such techniques. Reflection based
TDOA geo-location relies on the ability to compute the time difference
of arrival between two consecutive received pulses. To date the most
efficient means of carrying out such an operation has been to use auto-
correlation based on Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) [23]. However, in
Section 5.4 an alternative approach is developed, which reduces the over-
all computational cost of obtaining TDOA measurements.
Finally, in Section 5.6 the reflection based TDOA scheme is integrated with the
accelerated auto-correlation technique and their combined operation demon-
strated using ray-tracing simulations of an indoor propagation environment.
Subsequent results demonstrating the accuracy of employing these novel ap-
proaches in combination are presented.
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5.1 Conventional TDOA Geo-Positioning
For conventional UWB Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) based geo-location
systems the position of a client is estimated by using at least three fixed ref-
erence base stations [10, 19, 18]. The client consists of a mobile transmitting
station that broadcasts simultaneously to all base-stations. In the case of ultra-
wideband systems this transmission consists of a narrow time domain pulse
which allows for high resolution position estimation in time based systems.
By obtaining the time difference between the arrival (TDOA) of such a pulse
at two fixed base-stations, a hyperbola of possible location points on which the
mobile client’s physical position lies is generated. The client’s exact location
corresponds to the intersection of several hyperbolic curves1generated from
different base-station pairs such as in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Classical TDOA based positioning using 3 Fixed Base Stations
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In order to generate the two or more hyperbolae necessary to compute this
intersection a minimum of three fixed base stations are required. For the
purpose of measuring the time difference of arrival, synchronisation is re-
quired between base-station pairs and this usually entails wired communic-
ations between fixed base-stations as in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: TDOA using Fixed Base-station
1In this work it is assumed that mobile stations are located at a uniform fixed height. Res-
ultant geo-location solutions corresponds to the intersection of 2D hyperbolic curves (See Ap-
pendix B.1). In scenarios where height is variable a mobile client’s location is computed as the
intersection between several 3D hyperbolic surfaces.
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5.2 Reflection Based TDOA
The aforementioned conventional TDOA techniques rely solely on direct line
of sight (LOS) propagation paths between the mobile client and each fixed base
station. However, in the case of indoor wireless channels, several additional
multi-paths between a transmitter and receiver exist due to scattering effects
from objects in the environment. Some of these scattering effects are attribut-
able to reflections of RF energy from fixed objects, such as walls. Owing to the
permanence of such objects resultant reflections are predictable. Previously in
Section 2.1.4 of Chapter 2, image theory was introduced as a means of predict-
ing the reflected ray trajectories from a flat surface. In what follows, for the
purpose of explanation the mobile client is designated the role of a receiver
while the base-stations are considered to be transmitting units. It should be
noted that this configuration is the reverse of that for conventional TDOA as
presented previously in Figure 5.2. By creating an image of a transmitter’s loc-
ation, a reflection path and corresponding reflection point can be computed. In
addition, the total propagation length of a reflected multi-path is calculable as
being equivalent to the distance between the image point and receiver/mobile
client as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Calculating Reflections using Images
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In the case of reflections from a flat surface, the image of the transmitter can be
considered as an additional virtual transmitter source. For a fixed surface in
a propagation environment this virtual transmitter point is constantly present
at a fixed physical position. Consequently, such image points can be used in
conjunction with an original transmitter source for the purpose of computing a
hyperbolic curve of possible client locations. In the proposed scheme the time
difference of arrival of a direct LOS path and reflected path between a fixed
base-station and mobile client is measured. This approach has the advantage
of requiring only a single fixed base-station in order to generate a hyperbola
corresponding to possible client locations as shown in Figure 5.4.
Employing a second base-station in a room enables an additional hyperbola
of possible client locations to be generated using this technique. Assuming a
fixed constant height, the mobile client’s exact location can then be found as
the intersection of two such hyperbolae as in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Using Images as Additional Virtual Transmitters/Base-stations
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Figure 5.5: Location using Reflection TDOA
5.2.1 Configuration and Limitations of Reflection based TDOA
For the purposes of demonstrating the proposed reflection based TDOA posi-
tion algorithm, a ray tracing simulated propagation environment (Figures 5.7-
5.8) was created which represents a typical rectangular shaped room. This
room consists of four vertical walls and a floor all having the material proper-
ties of concrete previously discussed in Section 2.1.5 of Chapter 2. It should
be noted that a ceiling facet was omitted in these simulations. Two base-
stations TX1 and TX2 are present within the structure and in turn individu-
ally transmit an UWB pulse that is received by the mobile client as depicted
in Figure 5.15. The UWB pulse transmitted from a base-station results in a
multi-path signal being received at the client which is comprised of a LOS
component and several multi-path components as shown in Figure 5.6. In the
simulations used for this work the transmitted pulse consisted of a Gaussian
mono-cycle waveform whose time and frequency domain characteristics are
shown in Figures 5.9-5.10.
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Figure 5.6: TDOA between Direct and Reflected Received Pulses
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Figure 5.7: 3D View of Propagation Environment
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Figure 5.8: Plan View of Propagation Environment
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Figure 5.9: Transmitted Pulse in Time Domain
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Figure 5.10: Transmitted Pulse in Frequency Domain
Placing a base-station close to a single wall ensures that, for a majority of loca-
tions in the room, the second arriving pulse will correspond to reflections from
that wall. This is seen in Figures 5.7-5.8 where the base-stations are placed at
a distance of 0.35m from a reflecting wall. However, due to reflections from
additional walls, the room is subdivided into 4 separate regions as in Fig-
ures 5.11-5.12. Each region corresponds to the surface from which the first
arriving reflection originates. Also, each region can be considered as being
associated with its nearest image point. For example, the region labeled as 1
in Figure 5.11 contains the receiver points that are located nearest to the im-
age I1. This entails that for this region, I1 can be considered as the virtual
source responsible for the earliest arriving (or 1st) reflected pulse. The time
difference between pulses arriving from the fixed base-station TX1 and virtual
source/image I1 corresponds to the TDOA value τd. This in turn allows for a
hyperbola of possible receiver locations to be computed. While region 1 covers
the majority of the potential client locations in the room of Figures 5.11, other
reflecting walls in the environment result in additional regions 2,3 and 4. This
effectively limits the zones in which a reflection based TDOA can operate as
in order to obtain a unique hyperbola only reflections from the nearest wall to
the base-station TX1 are considered. A similar effect is observed for the case of
the second base-station TX2 in Figure 5.12 where I4 is considered as the virtual
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image source for first arriving reflection for most receiver locations. Consid-
ering these effects for both TX1 and TX2, the locations in which the proposed
algorithm can operate while using one reflecting surface for each base-station
is limited to the zone of operation shown in both Figures 5.13 and 5.14. For loc-
ations outside this zone, the first arriving reflection (or second received pulse)
originate from walls other than that nearest to the base-station.
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Figure 5.11: TDOA zones for TX1
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Figure 5.12: TDOA zones for TX2
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Figure 5.13: Limited Zone of Operation for Transmissions from TX1
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Figure 5.14: Limited Zone of Operation for Transmissions from TX2
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The time difference between the LOS and first arriving multi-path pulse is
measured as the TDOA value between the received pulse from the base-station
and the corresponding virtual image. This is observable in Figure 5.16 where
a LOS pulse is received followed by a reflected pulse arriving τd seconds later.
Alternatively, it is possible that the scheme can be configured so that the mo-
bile client station transmits to the fixed base-stations that subsequently meas-
ures TDOA and computes resultant hyperbolic curves. Such an arrangement,
as employed by existing TDOA techniques, was described earlier in Figures 5.1
and 5.2. However, for the purposes of explanation of this novel technique, it
is assumed that the time difference computation between direct and reflected
pulses is performed at the mobile client as in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: TDOA using Reflections at Client
In order to ascertain τd the process of autocorrelation is employed which will
be the subject of further discussion later in Section 5.3. However, at this junc-
ture is it regarded as merely a method of obtaining the time separation between
the first arriving LOS and first arriving reflected received pulses as shown in
Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: TDOA between Direct and Reflected Received Pulses
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5.2.2 Simulation Results using Reflection based TDOA
In order to demonstrate the proposed reflection based technique, a ray tracing
simulation was carried out for the receiver points shown in Figure 5.8. Each
point corresponds to a possible physical location of the client station and are
arranged such that they are contained within a zone of operation where the
reflection algorithm can be successful applied as shown in Figures 5.13-5.14.
The received signal at each of the 546 receiver points was computed separ-
ately for base-stations TX1 and TX2. Using these results 2 hyperbolic curves
were calculated for each point and the corresponding intersections of these
curves were served as an estimate of the client’s physical position (See Fig-
ure 5.5). Figure 5.17 shows the positioning error incurred when employing
the algorithm for each receiver physical receiver/client location. While initial
results were obtained for a noise-free simulated received signal y(t), noise ef-
fects were added to subsequent simulations in order to reflect more realistic
propagation conditions. This resulted in the overall noisy received time do-
main waveform of,
ytot(t) = y(t) + n(t), (5.1)
where n(t) is an additive white Gaussian noise signal whose magnitude is
limited, depending on the simulation, to either 4%, 6% or 8% of the maximum
amplitude of the received signal y(t). The overall effect of this addition of
noise to y(t) can be seen in Figure 5.22. In addition, the accuracy of reflection
based geo-location when using such noisy channels for the environment of
Figure 5.8 is depicted in Figures 5.18-5.20.
A comparison of these noise-free and noisy simulation results is shown in Fig-
ure 5.21. In this Figure the location errors of Figures 5.17-5.20 are sorted by
magnitude. In both the noise-free and 4% noise scenarios a location error of
less than 0.06m is incurred for the initial 477 sorted receiver points. However,
thereafter a sharp increase in this error is observed at remaining points, cul-
minating in maximum errors of the order of 0.14m for both scenarios. While
the addition of 4% noise results in a similar maximum error, a sharper in-
crease in this error is observable from Figure 5.21. Further increasing the max-
imum noise amplitude to 6% and 8% results in maximum errors of 0.176m and
0.1942m respectively. While a reasonable level of accuracy of 0.06m is achieved
for 474 receiver locations in Figure 5.21, the remaining errors incurred for the
6% and 8% scenarios diminish the usefulness of the algorithm in such noisy
conditions.
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Previously the limitations of the reflection based geo-location scheme in a rect-
angular room was discussed in Section 5.2.1. The zones associated with each
reflecting surface were shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. Recalling these zones
and the errors at each physical location in Figures 5.17-5.20, it is observed that
the largest errors occur at the corners nearest to the base-station TX1 and TX2.
These locations also correspond to regions bordering zone 2 in Figures 5.13
and 5.14 and such errors are attributable to the reflections from image I2 be-
ing incorrectly incorporated into time difference of arrival computations. The
addition of noise can also exacerbate this problem further by slightly skew-
ing the position and amplitude of these interfering reflected pulses closer to
those of the first arriving reflection. Alternatively, for some receiver points in
Figure 5.21 the addition of noise appears to improve accuracy. This is due to
the additive noise changing the amplitude of multi-paths such that first arriv-
ing reflection appears at a greater amplitude than a close subsequent pulse.
At lower noise levels, the second arriving pulse may have a similar or greater
peak amplitude which results in the incorrect time delay being computed by
auto-correlation. An example of such an effect is seen in Figure 5.21 where for
RX points number 531 to 533 improved positioning accuracy is achieved when
errors associated with 8% and 4% noise levels are contrasted.
However, it should be considered that in these simulations the algorithm has
demonstrated an ability to perform geo-location using only two bases-stations,
albeit while incurring such errors. This is in contrast to the infrastructure used
by existing TDOA schemes that require at least three base-stations in order to
obtain a unique position estimate.
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Figure 5.17: Location Error in Room using reflection based TDOA
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Figure 5.18: Location Error in Room using reflection based TDOA with 4% added noise
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Figure 5.19: Location Error in Room using reflection based TDOA with 6% added noise
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Figure 5.20: Location Error in Room using reflection based TDOA with 8% added noise
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Figure 5.21: Geo-location Errors sorted by magnitude
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Figure 5.22: Simulated Time Domain Received Signal y(t) with noise n(t)
5.3 Autocorrelation
Previously in Section 5.2 a novel approach of geo-positioning was introduced
that utilizes time difference of arrival (TDOA) between direct and reflected
paths. A prerequisite for applying this technique is the ability to obtain the
TDOA τd between a direct and reflected pulse in a multi-path received signal
y(t) such as that of Figure 5.23.
Figure 5.23: TDOA between Direct and Reflected Received Pulse (Zoomed View)
This is achieved using autocorrelation, which entails computing a correlation
function Ryy(τ) where,
Ryy(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
y(t)y(t + τ)dt. (5.2)
In this expression y(t) denotes the received time domain waveform of Fig-
ure 5.23 while Ryy(τ) is computed for a range of time delays τ. Observing a
typical correlation function Ryy(τ) in Figure 5.24, a peak occurs at the value of
τ corresponding to the TDOA value τd (ie: where τ = τd). Hence τd can be
found by applying a peak detection algorithm to Ryy(τ).
Implementing autocorrelation in terms of practical computation involves pro-
cessing a discrete time domain input y(n), which is in effect a sampled ver-
sion of the continuous input y(t) of Equation 5.2. Assuming an input of M
samples for the sequence y(n), the discrete correlation function Ryy(τ) can be
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computed as,
Ryy(τ) =
M
∑
τ=1
y(n)y(n + τ), (5.3)
which in terms of computational operations consists of M2 additions and mul-
tiplications.
 
Figure 5.24: Peak Detection of Correlation Function Ryy(τ) (Zoomed View)
Alternatively, autocorrelation can be carried out more efficiently using a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). Such a technique, described in Section 13.2 of [23],
employs frequency domain computations in order to compute a correlation
function Ryy(τ) using the correlation theorem whereby,
Ryy(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Y( f )Y∗( f )e2pi f τdτ. (5.4)
In Equation 5.4, Y( f ) represents the Fourier Transform of a continuous time
domain received signal y(t). Additionally the corresponding complex con-
jugate of Y( f ) is denoted by Y∗( f ). Essentially Equation 5.4 involves multi-
plication of the frequency domain representation of the received signal Y( f )
by its complex conjugate Y∗( f ) and subsequently employing an Inverse Four-
ier Transform in order to obtain the correlation function Ryy(τ). For discrete
sampled inputs, such as the received UWB sampled waveform y(n), Equa-
tion 5.4 is implemented using both a Fast Fourier Transform (FTT) and inverse
Fast Fourier Transform IFFT as depicted in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25: Using an FFT to compute autocorrelation of a sequence y(n)
Assuming M2 log2 M multiply and M log2 M addition operations (where M is
the length of the input sequence y(n)) for each FFT and IFFT [72, 73], fre-
quency domain based autocorrelation can be achieved using a total of M log2 M+
M multiply and 2M log2 M addition operations. This represents a consider-
able saving when compared to the M2 additions and multiplies required by
the time domain technique seen earlier in Equation 5.3.
This saving is especially significant when considering UWB based systems.
As a result of the narrow time domain pulse width associated with transmit-
ted UWB pulses (Figure 5.9), a high sampling rate is required when detecting
such waveforms at a receiver. This is exacerbated further when a receiver sta-
tion must listen over an extended period of time for a transmitted pulse. Con-
sequently, this results in a large number of sample bins (M) in which a pulse
may be present. Considering such a scenario where M is several thousand
samples, the computational savings of employing FFT based auto-correlation
are dramatic.
Computational efficiency is also a concern in classical TDOA systems. In [19]
an UWB localization algorithm is presented that employs a frequency domain
based correlation technique based on generalized cross-correlation [74] in or-
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der to obtain a TDOA value between two waveforms transmitted from separ-
ate base-stations. This technique, depicted in Figure 5.26, utilizes frequency
domain computations in a similar fashion to the auto-correlation approach of
Figure 5.25. However, in contrast to the single input of auto-correlation, this
cross-correlation technique must find the time difference of arrival between
direct LOS pulses in two separate sampled time domain received signals y1(n)
and y2(n). Furthermore, in scenarios where the line of sight (LOS) propaga-
tion path is obscured or where there are many scattering objects in the en-
vironment, the accuracy of TDOA calculations obtained using regular cross-
correlation can be diminished. In response to this, weighting functions were
employed in [19] as a means of mitigating against such effects. Such func-
tions include the Smoothed Coherence Transform (SCOT) or Phase Transform
(PHAT) [74] and their application to measured channels in [19] has been re-
ported as improving the accuracy of TDOA measurements. In contrast, the re-
flection based TDOA algorithm of this work (presented earlier in Section 5.2)
employs these previously problematic multi-path reflections in order to aid
geo-location.
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Figure 5.26: Generalized Cross Correlation
The computational challenges associated with UWB pulse arrival time acquis-
ition in Time of Arrival (TOA) schemes have been previously identified in
[71]. This can lead to a delay in acquiring geo-location estimates and in re-
sponse to this problem, Molisch at al. [17] developed a two step TOA acceler-
ation algorithm. This approach offers an efficient means of finding a Line of
Sight (LOS) pulse arrival time. Initially a coarse technique based on analyzing
the cumulative received energy in blocks of consecutive samples is applied.
After calculating a coarse estimate of the pulse location based on received sig-
nal energy, a candidate block of samples is then subjected to a rigorous auto-
correlation algorithm in order to find the exact pulse position. Ultimately this
method results in shorter delays when trying to acquire TOA measurements.
Noting the processing overheads associated with UWB time based schemes,
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the remaining sections of this chapter are concerned with improving the com-
putational efficiency of the proposed reflection based TDOA technique. A
modification of the existing frequency domain based autocorrelation algorithm
of Figure 5.25 will be presented. The purpose of this technique is to reduce
the overall computation required when trying to obtain the time difference of
arrival between a line of sight and reflected pulse contained within a UWB
received waveform. This accelerated technique will be integrated with the re-
flection based TDOA scheme, presented earlier in Section 5.2. Ultimately this
will yield a computationally efficient alternative to conventional UWB line of
sight based TDOA [19], that is also capable of providing geo-location estimates
using fewer fixed base-stations.
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5.4 Accelerated TDOA Technique
Previously in Section 5.3 the computational challenges associated with time
based geo-location algorithms were discussed. Specifically, these computa-
tional overheads stem from such techniques having to process received time
domain UWB sequences containing possibly thousands of sample bins. Recall-
ing the frequency domain FFT based auto-correlation approach of Figure 5.25,
this technique consists of M log2(M) + M multiply and 2M log2(M) addition
operations when applying auto-correlation to a M sample input. An input of
length M = 1024 samples will result in a computational cost of 11264 mul-
tiplies and 20480 additions, which can prolong the processing time required
when attempting to obtain TDOA values. In order to address this, an accel-
erated auto-correlation scheme is proposed that reduces the computational
overhead associated with calculating the TDOA τd between a LOS and reflec-
ted pulse in a received time domain signal y(t). While this technique employs
frequency domain calculations, it offers the advantage of using less compu-
tational operations than the existing FFT based auto-correlation discussed in
Section 5.3. For the purposes of analysis consider a received multi-path con-
tinuous time domain signal y(t) of Figure 5.27, which consists of a Direct Line
of Sight (LOS) and a single reflected pulse. This waveform can be conceived as
a single UWB pulse x(t) followed by a delayed and attenuated copy Ax(t− τd)
such that,
y(t) = x(t) + Ax(t− τd), (5.5)
where τd is the time difference between the pulses and A is a scalar attenuation
coefficient with a real value within the range 0 < A < 1.
When computing auto-correlation using the frequency domain computation
method, as previously outlined in Figure 5.25, the input signal is initially con-
verted to its frequency domain representation Y( f ) and corresponding com-
plex conjugate2Y∗( f ). Subsequently, the spectral density function S( f ) is com-
puted as
S( f ) = Y( f )Y∗( f ). (5.6)
Observing S( f ) in Figure 5.28 a distinctive period Fd is noticeable in its vari-
ation with frequency. This period is a result of two similar shaped pulse being
present in y(t) specifically x(t) and Ax(t− τd) of Equation 5.5. Furthermore,
the period Fd is dependent on the time difference τd between these pulses.
2f denotes frequency in Hertz (Hz)
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Figure 5.27: Received LOS and Reflected Pulse
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Figure 5.28: Spectral Density S( f )
At this point the relationship between the period Fd observed in the spec-
tral density function S( f ) of Figure 5.28 and the time delay τd between the
pulses of Figure 5.27 will be examined. Recalling Equation 5.6 where S( f ) is
expressed as,
S( f ) = Y( f )Y∗( f ). (5.7)
Y( f ) is the frequency domain representation of the received time domain sig-
nal y(t) which is expressed in Equation 5.5 as,
y(t) = x(t) + Ax(t− τd). (5.8)
Noting this representation of the received signal, the spectral density function
S( f ) of Equation 5.7 can be written as,
S ( f ) = Y ( f )Y∗ ( f ) = F{x(t) + Ax(t− τd)}F ∗{x(t) + Ax(t− τd)}, (5.9)
whereF denotes a Fourier Transform. Noting the following identity of Fourier
Transforms,
F{x(t− τd)} = X ( f ) e−2pi f τd , (5.10)
allows Equation 5.9 to be written as,
S ( f ) =
[
X ( f ) + AX ( f ) e−2pi f τd
] [
X ( f ) + AX ( f ) e−2pi f τd
]∗
, (5.11)
where X ( f ) is the frequency domain representation of x (t). Expressing the
exponential terms in Equation 5.11 using Euler’s formula yields,
S ( f ) = X ( f )X∗ ( f ) [1+ A (cos 2pi f τd −  sin 2pi f τd)]
[1+ A (cos 2pi f τd −  sin 2pi f τd)]∗ , (5.12)
Rearranging yields the following expression for the spectral density function,
S ( f ) = X ( f )X∗ ( f )
[
1+ 2A cos 2pi f τd + A2
(
cos2 2pi f τd + sin2 2pi f τd
)]
.
(5.13)
Subsequently employing the trigonometric identity,
sin2 2pi f τd + cos2 2pi f τd = 1, (5.14)
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allows S ( f ) to be written as3,
S ( f ) = X ( f )X∗ ( f )
[
A2 + 1+ 2A cos 2pi f τd
]
. (5.15)
Noting that,
X ( f )X∗ ( f ) = |X ( f ) |2 (5.16)
Equation 5.15 now becomes
S ( f ) = |X ( f ) |2 [A2 + 1+ 2A cos 2pi f τd] (5.17)
S( f ) can be thought of as the product of the magnitude response of the trans-
mitted pulse squared |X ( f ) |2 and the term [A2 + 1+ 2A cos 2pi f τd] term. Re-
calling that A is a real valued scalar attenuation factor and constant at all
frequencies, this latter term contains only one frequency varying component,
namely cos 2pi f τd. Consequently, this sinusoid is responsible for the observ-
able period Fd within S( f ) of Figure 5.28. Recognizing that the period of the
cosine component in the frequency domain ( f ) is determined by τd, essentially
Fd can now be calculated as
Fd =
1
τd
, (5.18)
where τd, the time difference between the received pulses of y(t) in Figure 5.27.
Conversely τd may also be calculated from Fd whereby,
τd =
1
Fd
. (5.19)
Using this relationship it is now possible to calculate the TDOA value τd from
knowledge of the period Fd present in the spectral density function S( f ).
The variation of Fd and τd over the respective bandwidth of S( f ) and time dur-
ation of y(t), is shown in Figure 5.29. A notable feature is the sharp decrease
in Fd as τd begins to grow. This relationship of Equation 5.19 has a useful
property whereby values of τd above a specified threshold leads to Fd being
limited to a determinable maximum. For example in Figure 5.29, when the
minimum of τd is limited to 0.390625 nanoseconds, the maximum value of Fd
will be limited to 2.56 GHz. Recalling that Fd is a period within the spectral
density function S( f ), this limited Fd can be observed over a narrower band-
width. Furthermore, by assigning a predefined minimum TDOA between LOS
and reflected received pulses in y(t), the value of τd can be computed from a
3For a more comprehensive derivation please see Appendix B.2
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Figure 5.29: Fd Vs τd showing results of limited Fd
sub-band of S( f ). However, it should be noted that the band-width of this
sub-band must be sufficient such that the period Fd is observable within it. In
the subsequent Section 5.5, an algorithm will be presented that exploits this
characteristic in order to offer a more efficient auto-correlation technique for
computing the time difference of arrival τd between multi-path pulses within
a discrete sample received signal y(n).
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5.5 Implementation of Accelerated Correlation
Previously in Section 5.3 autocorrelation employing Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFT) was discussed. In the discussion of Section 5.4, the relationship between
pulse separation τd and a corresponding period Fd in the spectral density S( f )
was established. From Figure 5.29 it was concluded that the maximum value
of Fd can be limited by specifying a minimum time delay τd between LOS and
reflected pulses. Consequently, this limited period Fd is observable within a
smaller bandwidth of S( f ). In this section an algorithm that exploits this prop-
erty, in order to efficiently compute the time difference of arrival (TDOA) τd,
will be outlined.
5.5.1 Reduced Bandwidth Auto-Correlation
For the purpose of examining an accelerated TDOA scheme consider the dis-
crete time domain input y(n) of Figure 5.30. Noting that continuous signals
were employed in prior discussions, y(n) can be considered as the sampled
equivalent of the continuous received signal y(t) previously seen in Figure 5.23.
y(n) as depicted in Figure 5.30 below consists of M = 1024 discrete values
sampled using a time step of 0.04882812 nano-seconds.
Figure 5.30: Discrete time domain RX signal y(n)
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The purpose of the proposed technique is to find the time difference τd between
two pulses present in y(n) in a less computationally intensive operation than
the existing FFT based autocorrelation technique of Figure 5.25 in Section 5.3.
In order to demonstrate the accelerated correlation method, a sub-band of
length MR = 128 was selected which, for a frequency step size of 20MHz,
corresponds to a bandwidth of 2.56 GHz. While the reasoning behind the se-
lection of MR = 128 samples will be discussed later in Section 5.5.2, the sample
step size of 20 MHz is an arbitrary choice for the purpose of simulation. In a
practical deployment this value depends on how long a station must listen for
a transmitted pulse. Application specific characteristics such as the data trans-
mission rates/scheme used would determine this duration and ultimately the
frequency step size. For a time domain signal containing M samples, the same
number of samples is present in the frequency domain representation of this
waveform. Assuming that the bandwidth of the received waveform remains
constant, increasing the listening time directly results in a reduced frequency
domain step size.
The consequences of the reduced bandwidth is observable from Figure 5.31
where using only MR = 128 samples (out of a total of M = 1024) limits the
minimum value of the time difference of arrival τd to 8 samples or 0.390625
nano-seconds. Figure 5.31 can be considered a sampled counterpart of Fig-
ure 5.29 in Section 5.4 which demonstrated the relationship between τd and Fd
for a continuous time scale.
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Figure 5.31: Fd Vs τd (For Sampled Input)
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Furthermore, for the range of receiver locations of a propagation environment
some TDOA values will fall below this threshold of 0.390625 nano-seconds.
Consequently, this will result in inaccurate values for τd being returned for
such locations when utilizing the proposed accelerated technique. In Fig-
ure 5.32, the TDOA values between a LOS and reflected path is shown for
a sample room. The TDOA value τd reduces to below the minimum threshold
of 0.390625 nano-seconds in a triangular region adjacent to the reflecting sur-
face (denoted by the dark blue segment). It can be concluded from this Figure
that, an acceleration technique with a configuration using MR = 128 frequency
domain samples will fail to yield an accurate TDOA value in this region. How-
ever, the algorithm can be applied to receivers located in the remaining por-
tions of the environment, which constitutes the majority of the room shown in
Figure 5.32.
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Figure 5.32: Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) between LOS and reflection multi-paths
A summary of the steps involved in applying auto-correlation using exisit-
ing FFT frequency domain based computations when computing TDOA is
given in Figure 5.33. In addition the stages of the proposed accelerated tech-
nique is presented on the bottom half of this Figure. The initial input to both
techniques is the same time domain received sequence y(n). However, in the
accelerated scheme the next step involves a modified FFT that computes the
frequency domain signal YR(m), where m represents a discrete frequency in-
dex. YR(m) can be considered to be equal to the original Y(m) within the sub-
bandwidth specified by MR samples but zero valued at all other remaining
frequency samples. As a consequence of YR(m) only containing MR non-zero
values the modified FFT can be arranged to use less computation than a regu-
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lar FFT. This will be discussed in further detail in Sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3. An
additional computational saving is realized when trying to multiply YR(m)
and its corresponding complex conjugate Y∗R(m) for the purposes of obtaining
the spectral density function SR(m). The original legacy FFT based autocorrel-
ation method of Figure 5.33 requires M multiplications when computing the
product of Y(m) and Y∗(m). In contrast when using the accelerated technique
only MR multiplications are necessary when finding the product of YR(m) and
Y∗R(m) as only MR entries in each sequence contain non-zero values. A further
computation saving is attributed to the use of a modified Inverse Fast Fourier
Transform IFFT when computing the correlation function Ryy(n) from SR(m).
In the case of the accelerated technique the input to this IFFT consists of SR(m)
containing only zero valued samples outside of a sub-band of MR samples.
The computations within the modified FFT and IFFT seen in Figure 5.33 will
be explored in the subsequent Sections 5.5.2-5.5.3.
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5.5.2 Modified FFT
As an alternative to the FFT used in conventional frequency domain based
auto-correlation, the proposed accelerated technique of Figure 5.33 employs
a modified FFT which offers a reduction in the computation required when
calculating the spectral density function SR(m). The butterfly diagram of Fig-
ure 5.34 shows the arrangement of an 8 input (M = 8) decimation in frequency
FFT. Using such a butterfly diagram allows the FFT to be decomposed into
the individual multiply and addition operations of Figure 5.35. Also it should
be noted that the appearance of WkP in Figures 5.34-5.35 denotes multiplica-
tion by the complex coefficient e−j 2kpiP , where P = M2 and k varies between 0
and M2 . The specific arrangement of Figure 5.34 is referred to as a decima-
tion in frequency FFT and is of particular interest due to the large number
of complex multiplications applied immediately prior to obtaining the output
Y(m). This characteristic lends itself for the purposes of computational reduc-
tion in a scenario where only a subsection of the output S(m) is required. A
comprehensive description of the decimation in frequency FFT can be found
in Chapter 9 of [72]. However, for the purposes of creating an accelerated
auto-correlation algorithm, this discussion is purely concerned with the over-
all computations structure of the FFT and possible reductions within it. The
implementation of such a reduction is shown for a M = 1024 input FFT in
Figure 5.36. Recalling from Figure 5.33 that the output of the modified FFT,
YR(m), contains only MR non-zero values out of a total of M samples, this res-
ult in M− MR zero valued outputs. Knowing that such samples will be set to
zero, the corresponding outputs are hence redundant. Consequently, the mul-
tiplication and addition operations exclusively associated with such outputs
are no longer necessary and can be disregarded. In the case where M = 1024
and MR = 128, such as that of Figure 5.36, the outputs and associated com-
putations shown in red can be removed from the overall FFT, thus yielding
the modified FFT seen previously in Figure 5.33 . However, the remaining
computations of the latter stage of the FFT shown in black are still necessary
in order to produce the MR non-zero valued outputs of YR(m). It should be
noted that the overall computational savings achieved by the modified FFT,
seen in Table 5.1, is dependent on the position of MR within the M length se-
quence of YR(m). In the scenario presented in Figure 5.36, the MR = 128 non
zeros samples are located between sample bins 99 to 227. These samples are
all located within the first 256 (or 14 of M = 1024 ), which are chosen to cor-
respond to the largest magnitudes of the frequency domain signal Y(m). Ulti-
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Figure 5.33: Existing Frequency Domain Auto-Correlation along side Accelerated Technique
mately the location of this sub-band determines how many operations may be
disregarded. For MR located elsewhere within the M = 1024 bins, specifically
outside the first 265 samples, this would alter the computation saving possible
when employing the modified FFT.
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Figure 5.34: 8 point Decimation in Frequency FFT Butterfly Diagram
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Figure 5.35: Multiply and Summation Butterfly Diagram Operations
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Original FFT Modified FFT Saving
No. of Multiplication M2 log2(M)
M
2 log2(M)− M M
No. of Additions M log2(M) M log2(M)− (M− 2MR) M− 2MR
Table 5.1: Computation Operation for FFT of Figure 5.36
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Figure 5.36: 1024 Input Modified FFT
5.5.3 Modified IFFT
In the later stages of the proposed accelerated autocorrelation technique of
Figure 5.33 a modified IFFT is introduced in order to compute the correla-
tion function Ryy(n) from the spectral density function SR(m). This replaces
the existing IFFT of the legacy frequency domain autocorrelation with a more
computationally efficient alternative. In Figure 5.37 the butterfly diagram for a
decimation in time IFFT with M = 8 inputs is shown (Chapter 9 [72]). This de-
picts the operations required in order to transform a frequency domain signal
S(m) into the time domain sequence Ryy(n). In total this requires M2 log2(M)
multiplication and M log2(M) addition operations. Observing the arrange-
ment, it can be noted that multiplication operations are immediately applied
to M2 inputs from S(4)-S(7). Considering a scenario whereby some of the in-
puts to an IFFT are known to be zero values, such as in the case of SR(m)
of the accelerated technique, multiplication operations applied to these zero
valued input bins can be disregarded. Indeed this particular characteristic
of the decimation in time IFFT is what is exploited in the modified IFFT of
Figure 5.38. As can be seen in this Figure, only a MR long subsection of the
M spectral density function input SR(m) contains non-zero values. The re-
maining zero valued samples correspond to the inputs shown in red. Further-
more, the computations exclusively associated with these zero valued inputs,
also denoted by red, can be disregarded from the computation of the discrete
correlation function Ryy(n) (Figure 5.40). The overall computation saving of
employing this arrangement compared to a regular IFFT amounts to M mul-
tiplication and M− 2MR addition operations (Table 5.2).
Original IFFT Modified IFFT Saving
No. of Multiplication M2 log2(M)
M
2 log2(M)− M M
No. of Additions M log2(M) M log2(M)− (M− 2MR) M− 2MR
Table 5.2: Computation Operation for IFFT of Figure 5.38
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Figure 5.37: 8 point Decimation in Time IFFT Butterfly Diagram
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Figure 5.38: 1024 bit modified IFFT
5.5.4 Overview of Acceleration algorithm
A summary of the accelerated auto-correlation technique is shown in Fig-
ure 5.39. This arrangement incorporates the modified FFT and IFFT of Fig-
ures 5.36 and 5.38. The initial stages of this algorithm involve obtaining the
frequency domain signals YR(m) and Y∗R(m) from the received time domain
sampled input y(n) using the modified FFT of Section 5.5.2. Knowing that
this input is purely real valued, the complex conjugate Y∗R(m) is computed by
simply reversing the sequence of YR(m). Consequently, obtaining both YR(m)
and Y∗R(m) requires just
M
2 log2(M)−M multiplies and M log2(M)−M+ 2MR
additions in total. Recalling that YR(m) contains MR non- zero valued samples,
the subsequent multiplication of YR(m) and Y∗R(m), can be reduced to just MR
individual bit multiply operations. Finally, the discrete correlation function
Ryy(n) is found using the modified IFFT (described in Section 5.5.3), which
also consists of M2 log2(M)− M multiplies and M log2(M)− M + 2MR addi-
tions. Applying a peak detection algorithm to Ryy(n) of Figure 5.40 reveals the
TDOA value τd as being equivalent to the position of the maximum value in
Ryy(n). This value for τd corresponds to the number of samples that separate
the Line of Sight (LOS) and the first arriving reflected pulse in the received
time domain sequence y(n).
A comparison of the computation cost of using the accelerated and legacy fre-
quency domain auto-correlation technique is presented in Tables 5.3-5.6. As-
suming a configuration using M = 1024 and MR = 128, an overall reduction
of 2944 multiplies and 1536 additions is achieved. This represents a respective
saving of 26.1% and 7.5% for each type of operation when compared to the
existing approach of computing autocorrelation using regular FFT and IFFT
structures.
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Original Accelerated Saving
Cross Correlation Cross Correlation
FFT M2 log2(M)
M
2 log2(M)− M M
Multiply
(SR(m) = YR(m)Y∗R(m)) M MR M− MR
IFFT M2 log2(M)
M
2 log2(M)− M M
Total M log2(M) + M M log2(M)− 2M + MR 3M−MR
Table 5.3: Reduction in Multiplication Operations using Accelerated Cross Correlation
M = 1024 Original Accelerated Saving
MR = 128 Cross Correlation Cross Correlation
FFT 5120 4096 1024
Multiply
(SR(m) = YR(m)Y∗R(m)) 1024 128 896
IFFT 5120 4096 1024
Total 11264 8320 2944
Table 5.4: Reduction in Multiplication Operations using Accelerated Cross Correlation
Original Accelerated Saving
Cross Correlation Cross Correlation
FFT M log2(M) M log2(M)− (M− 2MR) M− 2MR
IFFT M log2(M) M log2(M)− (M− 2MR) M− 2MR
Total 2M log2(M) 2M log2(M)− (2M− 4MR) 2M− 4MR
Table 5.5: Reduction in Addition Operations using Accelerated Cross Correlation
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Figure 5.39: Stages of Accelerated Algorithm for input of 1024 samples
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Figure 5.40: Ryy(n)
M = 1024 Original Accelerated Saving
MR = 128 Cross Correlation Cross Correlation
FFT 10240 9472 768
IFFT 10240 9472 768
Total 20480 18944 1536
Table 5.6: Reduction in Addition Operations using Accelerated Cross Correlation
5.6 Simulation of Acceleration Algorithm combined with Reflection
based TDOA
The performance of the proposed accelerated auto-correlation technique was
examined by employing ray tracing propagation modelling. Such simulations
were computed for the indoor environment of Figure 5.42 , which contains 5
concrete facets. As with the earlier simulations of Section 5.2.2, 2 fixed base-
station transmitters are placed within the room while the transmitted wave-
form from these base-stations consist of the Gaussian monocycle pulse of Fig-
ures 5.9-5.10. The physical position of the mobile receiver varies over each of
the 546 locations represented in Figure 5.43.
Initial simulations involved the use of a noise-free received signal y(t) gen-
erated by ray tracing computations. The results from employing such an ap-
proach are presented in the color coded propagation environment map of Fig-
ure 5.44, which show the location error for each of the 546 physical receiver
locations. Subsequent simulations incorporated a pseudo random noise sig-
nal n(t) added to a noise-free simulated received signal y(t). An example
of such a received signal is depicted in Figure 5.41 where the noise is lim-
ited to a peak amplitude proportional to the maximum received signal. Fig-
ure 5.45 show the geo-location errors incurred when employing a maximum
noise amplitude corresponding to 4% of the maximum received amplitude.
Additional simulations incorporated noise signals limited to 6% and 8% of
this peak amplitude. The errors incurred for these differing noise levels are
plotted alongside each-other in Figure 5.48 where error values are sorted in
terms of ascending magnitude. Observing this Figure it can be seen that both
the noise-free and 4% noise simulations result in errors below 0.1m (or 10cm)
for most receiver locations with the exception of 5 positions (RX Point No.
541-546). However, even at the worst performing locations the position ac-
curacy does not deteriorate beyond 0.146m. An average error over the 546
points of 0.037m and 0.038m was incurred for the noise-free and 4% noise re-
spective channels. Using the accelerated technique this average error has only
marginally increased compared to the full auto-correlation simulation of Sec-
tion 5.2.2. In that un-accelerated configuration of the reflection based TDOA
technique, average errors of 0.035m and 0.036 were observed using the same
channel noise characteristics.
Noting Figure 5.48 it can be seen that incorporating 6% and 8% maximum
noise amplitudes result in very poor performance. Such noise characteristics
yield maximum errors exceeding 0.6m and 0.7m for 6% and 8% noise amp-
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litudes respectively. In contrast more acceptable accuracy is achieved for the
receiver point numbered 1− 539 where the error remains below 0.15m. How-
ever, beyond these points the error grows rapidly thus rendering the acceler-
ated reflection based TDOA scheme unreliable when the received signal con-
tains noise levels in excess of 6%. It seems that the addition of such noise level
have a substantial detrimental effect when using the accelerated algorithm.
This should be considered in contrast to the effect of noise on the un-accelerated
geo-location algorithm of Section 5.2.2 where 6% and 8% resulted in maximum
errors of 0.176m and 0.1942m respectively. As in the case of the un-accelerated
simulations, increasing the noise levels can improve accuracy at certain loc-
ations. Specifically, for RX point numbers 541 to 543 in Figure 5.48 the ad-
dition of 4% noise results in lower errors compared to the noise free simula-
tion. Recalling Section 5.2.2, this is due to the additive noise modifying peak
amplitudes of received pulses. In scenarios where accuracy is improved with
increasing noise levels, the first arriving reflected pulse peak amplitude is in-
creased above the amplitudes of close consecutively arriving pulses. In such
cases, autocorrelation correctly identifies the time difference between the line
of sight and first arriving reflected pulses.
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Figure 5.41: Received signal with added noise
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Figure 5.42: 3D View of Propagation Environment
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Figure 5.43: Plan View of Propagation Environment
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Figure 5.44: Physical Geo-location Error for Clean Channel
Figure 5.45: Physical Geo-location Error for 4% Noise in Channel
Figure 5.46: Physical Geo-location Error for 6% Noise in Channel
Figure 5.47: Physical Geo-location Error for 8% Noise in Channel
Figure 5.48: Geo-location Errors sorted by magnitude
5.7 Conclusion
Previously in Section 5.2, a reflection based TDOA positioning algorithm for
UWB systems was introduced. This technique allows for a time based geo-
location scheme using only 2 fixed base-stations to be deployed in the simu-
lated environment of Section 5.2.2. While this approach achieves reasonable
accuracy, incurring position errors on the order of 0.1m, the area in which the
algorithm can be successfully applied is restricted. Recalling Section 5.2.1 this
is attributable to the fact that different regions in the rectangular room of Fig-
ure 5.7 receive the first arriving reflected multi-path from a variety of scatter-
ing surfaces, as demonstrated earlier in Figure 5.11. As a consequence, the
reflection based TDOA geo-location algorithm in its present form cannot be
deployed to the entire propagation environment. Further work could elimin-
ate this limitation by employing an initial mapping database created off-line
whereby the regions of Figure 5.11-5.12 associated with each reflecting sur-
face are cross referenced with TDOA measurements. However, most of the
propagation environment is contained within a region where the first arriving
multi-path component from each fixed base-station is attributable to a single
reflecting facet, as shown in Figures 5.13-5.14. As a result, the algorithm in
its current form can operate within most of the floor area of Figure 5.8. Ray-
tracing propagation simulations of this scheme within this area of operation
demonstrated minimum levels of accuracy in the order of 0.15m (15cm) with
an average error of 0.036m (3.6cm) when pseudo random noise levels of 4%
were incorporated into computed channels. However, increasing this noise
level to 6% and 8% levels lead to maximum errors in excess of 0.17m (17cm).
A further addition to TDOA reflection based location was introduced in Sec-
tion 5.4. This technique involved modifying the existing auto-correlation tech-
nique previously employed when determining the time difference of arrival
between received UWB pulses. While applying correlation methods to heavily
sampled UWB time domain signals can result in a significant processing over-
head, the proposed accelerated auto-correlation technique reduces the amount
of such computations required when computing TDOA values for reflection
based geo-location. When employing a time domain received signal contain-
ing 1024 samples, the application of this acceleration algorithm reduces the
amount of required additions and multiplication operation by 7.5% and 26.1%
respectively. This enables TDOA measurements to be acquired faster than
when using conventional frequency domain auto-correlation. Similar compu-
tational overhead associated with UWB time based schemes have previously
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been identified [71, 17] when obtaining physical positions. However, combin-
ing reflection based TDOA, introduced in Section 5.2, with the proposed accel-
erated auto-correlation offers an approach for UWB time based geo-location
that requires both less fixed base-stations and subsequent computation re-
sources than conventional UWB based approaches [19]. Furthermore, simula-
tions of this novel position technique yield an average error of 0.038m (3.8cm)
with a maximum error in the order of 0.15m (15cm) for channels incorporating
4% additional noise. In contrast to the un-accelerated algorithm, quite large
errors in excess of 0.6m are incurred when employing noise levels exceeding
6%. This deterioration of accuracy results in the application of the accelerated
algorithm in such noise conditions to be deemed impractical.
In this chapter, the reflection-based reflection algorithm and subsequent ac-
celeration technique were appraised using ray tracing simulations. However,
a more realistic test of both could be obtained using empirical measurements
from a typical indoor propagation environment. I recommend that any future
work in pursuance of this topic would employ such measurement with an aim
to appraising the performance and resilience of the algorithms presented here.
In-particular such work should focus on studying the effects on accuracy of
channel noise and time dependent fading due to the presence of moving ob-
jects in the environment.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Directions
This research project has been concerned with the refinement of indoor radio
frequency propagation techniques and the development of a novel reflection
based geo-location scheme. Initial efforts of this work pertained to improve-
ments of ray-tracing based modelling techniques. Specifically this involved
the development of the acceleration algorithms presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
These algorithms sought to improve the computational efficiency of ray tra-
cing based propagation modelling thus resulting in faster simulation times
and reduced computational requirements. Subsequent to these efforts, a novel
UWB reflection based geo-location scheme was presented in Chapter 5. This
scheme allows for geo-location to be carried out in a indoor room using re-
duced base-station infrastructure. It should be noted that the development
and evaluation of this scheme was aided by the use of ray tracing propaga-
tion simulations. Furthermore, an alternative to traditional auto-correlation
based time difference acquisition was also presented. This technique speeds
up the processing associated with obtaining time difference of arrival (TDOA)
measurements required by the aforementioned reflection based geo-location
scheme.
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6.1 Contribution
Initial efforts of this project resulted in the image removal visibility algorithm
of Chapter 3. This technique removes invalid images at a preprocessing stage
thus resulting in more efficient ray tracing simulations. Redundant first or-
der images are identified by applying a projection plane based acceleration
algorithm. A projection plane is tested in order to determine whether it is
shadowed completely by at least T layers of facets, where T is the maximum
transmissions permitted per ray. Facets behind such a shadowed plane are not
considered when computing first order ray tracing paths and subsequently
this results in a reduced number of images. Reductions in simulation times
of up to 18.09% were achieved for large building environments. However,
the performance of this algorithm in terms of computational savings is de-
termined by the number of shadowed surfaces present. Furthermore, this in
turn depends on the combination of the building environment’s structure and
the maximum permitted number of ray transmission in a simulation. This al-
gorithm offers the distinct advantage of being suitable for use with ray tracing
simulations where multiple transmissions through objects are considered for
each ray. In addition it is applied without having to discretise entire propaga-
tion environments as was the case with previous techniques [66, 67].
In recognizing the importance of UWB wireless propagation as a means of
precise indoor geo-location, it was imperative to incorporate the capability of
modelling such channels in a ray tracing simulator. By employing frequency
domain based simulations, propagation effects, such as those described in Sec-
tions 2.1.5.1-2.1.5.3 of Chapter 2, can be rigorously calculated over the wide-
bandwidths of Ultra-Wideband (UWB) systems. However, such bandwidths
of several Giga-Hertz can result in an enormous computational overhead. In
Chapter 4 an acceleration technique was introduced that alleviates this bur-
den. This approach reduces the computational expense associated with simu-
lating wide-band channels while preserving the ability to rigorously account
for frequency-dependent effects. An alternative means of obtaining the time
domain received signal was also introduced that eliminates the need for inter-
polation of frequency domain samples and subsequent inverse Fourier trans-
form operations. The performance of the acceleration algorithm was appraised
using simulations which incorporated frequency-dependent empirical mater-
ial properties. Applying the frequency sweep acceleration technique to such
simulations resulted in a reduction of computation times on the order of 30%
while incurring errors in the time domain of less than 4.5%.
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Subsequent to these improvements of ray tracing modelling techniques, a re-
flection based TDOA positioning algorithm for UWB systems was introduced
in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5. This technique enables time based geo-location
using only 2 fixed base-stations to be deployed over an operational zone con-
tained within a typical rectangular shaped room. Ray-tracing propagation
simulations of this scheme demonstrated minimum levels of accuracy of 0.15m
(15cm) with an average error of 0.036m (3.6cm) for simulated channels incor-
porating a noise level of 4%.
A further addition to TDOA reflection based location was introduced in Sec-
tion 5.4. This algorithm involved modifying the existing auto-correlation tech-
nique previously employed when determining the time difference of arrival
between received UWB pulses. While applying correlation methods to heavily
sampled UWB time domain signals can result in a significant processing over-
head, the proposed accelerated auto-correlation technique reduces the num-
ber of these computations needed. Applying this algorithm to a time domain
signal containing 1024 samples resulted in addition and multiplication opera-
tions being reduced by 7.5% and 26.1% respectively. Essentially, this technique
enables TDOA measurements between consecutively received pulses (In this
case the LOS and first arriving reflected pulse) to be acquired faster than using
conventional frequency domain based auto-correlation.
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6.2 Future Directions
6.2.1 Ray-tracing Based Propagation Modelling
In the course of this work there has been an emphasis on improving the ef-
ficiency of ray tracing based propagation modelling. However, the develop-
ments presented in this thesis have been based on the assumption that sim-
ulations were executed using computer architectures comprising of single or
even possibly dual core CPU technologies. A notable trend of modern multi-
media based computing has been the introduction of Graphical Processing
Units (GPU) [75]. Originally this processor was developed for multi-media
graphical applications as a dedicated hardware component for the purposes
of executing graphic-based computations. Previously such operations were
carried out by the CPU but with the advent of more demanding graphical
applications, such as those found in modern computer games, a specialized
processing unit was required [76].
A particular characteristic of GPU units is the large number of processing cores
available. In some cases, such as that of the NVIDIA GTX 260 this can be as
many as 240 separate cores [77]. Consequently such architecture lends itself to
be used in computational applications requiring parallel processing [78]. Ray
tracing based propagation simulation is a potential application that would be-
nefit from such a computational resource: For example, reduced simulations
times may be possible when modelling wide-band propagation effects, such as
those discussed in Section 2.1.5 and Chapter 4. This could be achieved by ap-
portioning certain bandwidths of discrete frequencies to individual processing
cores. An additional possible use of multiple processing cores could be the
simultaneous simulation of multiple channels responses at varying physical
transmitter-receiver locations. This would be of particular use in the genera-
tion of coverage maps where propagation predictions for a large number of
receiver points are required.
While in the past programming graphics based processors may have been
a cumbersome task, recently developed Application Programming Interfaces
(API), such as NVIDIA’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [79],
have introduced C Programming type syntax to GPU based instructions [80].
Accordingly this allows non-specialist programmers to access the powerful
resource of the GPU while maintaining the familiarities of classical C-based
programming. In acknowledging this and continuing developments in GPU
based computation , I recommend consideration of this technique in any fu-
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ture possible developments of ray-tracing based propagation modelling.
6.2.2 UWB Geo-location
In chapter 5 a novel reflection-based geo-location algorithm was presented. In
addition to this, a complementary computational acceleration technique was
developed. While ray-tracing based simulations incorporating pseudo ran-
dom noise were employed to demonstrate the operation of these approaches,
a more comprehensive test would include empirical UWB channel data con-
taining real-world noise and fading effects. Consequently, I recommend that
any further work should include such physical measurements obtained from
an indoor environment. Of particular interest would be the performance of the
acceleration algorithm in practical noise conditions. Previously in Section 5.6
detrimental effects in the accuracy of this algorithm have been observed with
levels of pseudo random noise in excess of 6% of the maximum received amp-
litude.
A computationally efficient alternative to auto-correlation was developed
in Chapter 5. Central to this technique was the use of modified fast Fourier
transforms (FFTs) that were optimised to produce sub-bands of full frequency
domain outputs. A possible substitute to such operations might be a technique
known as the Goertzel Algorithm [81]. This algorithm is already employed
in applications where a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is only required at
several arbitrary chosen frequencies [82]. This is in contrast to an FFT which
computes the DFT over the complete spectrum of frequencies. However, the
Goertzel Algorithm is only more efficient than an FFT when it is required to
compute a DFT for less than log2 M frequency points out of a total spectrum of
M (Chapter 9 of [72]). In the case of the acceleration algorithm of Section 5.4,
the sub-band of 128 out of 1024 exceeds this ratio. However, with the use of
parallel processing this limitation could be overcome. In [83] an implement-
ation of the Goertzel on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) hardware
for the purpose of electronic device testing is described. Furthermore, such
FPGA architecture, as used in modern electronic component design, include
parallel processing capabilities making them ideal platforms for such imple-
mentations [84]. Consequently, any further development of the time difference
acceleration algorithm present in Chapter 5 should consider the possibility of
employing such an approach in place of FFT computations.
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Appendix A
Frequency Domain Acceleration
Technique
A.1 Freqeuncy Domain Polynomial
Previously in Chapter 4 a UWB ray tracing acceleration technique was presen-
ted. Central to this technique was the use of a polynomial to approximate a fre-
quency domain ray response thus reducing the number of frequency samples
required when modelling an UWB channel. This section provides a more com-
prehensive description of how the coefficients associated with such polynomi-
als are employed in an analytical expression of the time domain received signal
r(t) seen in Equation 4.12 of Chapter 4.
In Section 4.2 of Chapter 4 an ultra-wideband channel was approximated as,
H (ω) '
N
∑
i=1
e−φ
d
i (ω)Pi (ω) . (A.1)
where Pi (ω) is a mth order polynomial and φdi is the phase behaviour associ-
ated with the free-space propagation and is given by,
φdi (ω) =
diω
c
, (A.2)
where di is the distance ray i travels in free space and c is the speed of light in
a vacuum.
Assuming a channel consisting of a single ray, Equation A.1 becomes,
H (ω) ' e−φd1(ω)P1 (ω) . (A.3)
The received time domain signal from transmitting a waveform S (ω) over
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such a channel is computed as
r(t) = F−1 (S (ω) H (ω)) . (A.4)
In essence this expression consists of an inverse Fourier transform of the product
of the transmitted signal S (ω) and the frequency domain channel response
H (ω). However when employing the approximation of Equation A.1, this
received signal is given by,
r(t) ' F−1
(
S (ω) P1 (ω) e−φ
d
1(ω)
)
. (A.5)
Since r(t) is a real valued time domain signal, its frequency domain representa-
tion R (ω) must demonstrate complex conjugate symmetry such that R∗ (ω) =
R (−ω). Accordingly the term S (ω) e−φd1 (ω) P1 (ω) in Equation A.5 must also
adhere to complex conjugate symmetry.
The polynomial P1 of Equation A.5 is expressed as
P1(ω) =
M
∑
g=0
(
αg + βg
)
ωg, (A.6)
where αg and βg are the respective real and imaginary parts of the gth order
coefficient and M is the highest order coefficient present in the polynomial.
It should be noted that this polynomial is an approximation of the channel
response for positive frequencies only and as a result does not demonstrate
complex conjugate symmetry. This is seen for the 0th order (g = 0) polynomial
terms in Equation A.7 where,
(α0 + β0)ω0 =
{
α0 + β0 ω > 0
α0 + β0 ω < 0
. (A.7)
Recalling from Equation A.5 that the polynomial P1(ω) is eventually multi-
plied by S(ω), for a 0th order terms this product is given by1.
S(ω) (α0 + β0) =
{
S(ω)α0 + S(ω)β0 ω > 0
S(ω)α0 + S(ω)β0 ω < 0
. (A.8)
Clearly this expression does not demonstrate complex conjugate symmetry
and in order to compensate for this a Hilbert transform is introduced. Such a
1The phase term e−φd1 (ω) is suppressed here for the purposes of clarity but is re-introduced
later as a delay in the time domain
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Hilbert transform of the time domain transmitted waveform s(t) is given by,
H{s(t)} =
{
−S(ω) ω > 0
S(ω) ω < 0
. (A.9)
where S(ω) is the frequency domain representation of the transmitted signal
(ie. S(ω) = F{s(t)}).
This relationship between the Fourier and Hilbert transforms can be used to
compensate for the non conjugate symmetry of a frequency domain expres-
sion. By substituting the term H{s(t)} in the place of S(ω) for the imaginary
components of Equation A.8 the product of the 0th order term of P1 and the
transmitted signal S(ω) now satisfy complex conjugate symmetry where,
(S(ω)α0 −H{s(t)}β0) =
{
S(ω)α0 + S(ω)β0 ω > 0
S(ω)α0 − S(ω)β0 ω < 0.
. (A.10)
This last step may seem controversial as S(ω) remains present in the real part
of the coefficient S(ω)α0 . However this is permissable if the real and ima-
ginary parts of the polynomial coefficient are herein treated separately. Re-
introducing the phase term e−φd1 (ω) gives an expression for the contribution
to the received signal for a 0th order coefficient of the polynomial P1(ω) as,
C0(ω) = S(ω)α0e−φ
d
1 −H{S(t)}β0e−φd1 (A.11)
Noting the following identity of Fourier transforms,
s(t− a) = F−1{S(ω)e−aω}. (A.12)
the time domain contribution c0(t) of the 0th order polynomial coefficient is
given by,
c0(t) = α0s(t− d1c )− β0sH(t−
d1
c
) (A.13)
where
s(t− d1
c
) = F−1{S(ω)e−φd1}, (A.14)
and
sH(t) = F−1{H{s(t)}}. (A.15)
As a result of employing the Hilbert transform H{S(t)} seen previously in
Equation A.11 the time domain contribution of Equation A.13 now yields a
real valued received signal r(t). While obtaining sH(t) = F−1{H{S(t)}} may
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seem like a cumbersome step, for a known transmitted waveform s(t) this
computation can be obtained prior to ray tracing simulation. In addition both
s(t) and sH(t) can be re-used for different channel simulations where the trans-
mitted signal remains constant. This leaves only the polynomial coefficients
(α0, β0) and the time delay d1c to be obtained from ray tracing simulations.
The Hilbert transform is also employed for higher order polynomial coeffi-
cient. As in the case of the 0th order coefficient, the product of the 1st (g = 1) or-
der polynomial coefficient and S(ω) does not exhibit complex conjugate sym-
metry. Suppressing the free-space propagation phase term e−φd1 , the frequency
domain contribution of this product is given by
S(ω) (α1 + β1) (ω) =
{
S(ω)α1 | ω | +S(ω)β1 | ω | ω > 0
−S(ω)α1 | ω | −S(ω)β1 | ω | ω < 0
. (A.16)
Substituting jH{s(t)} for S(ω) of the real part yields,
(H{s(t)}α1 + S(ω)β1) (ω) =
{
S(ω)α1 | ω | +S(ω)β1 | ω | ω > 0
S(ω)α1 | ω | −S(ω)β1 | ω | ω < 0
.
(A.17)
Re-introducing the phase e−φd1 associated with free space propagation, the
contribution from the 1st order polynomial coefficient is given by,
C1 (ω) = H{s(t)}α1ωe−φd1(ω) + S(ω)β1ωe−φd1(ω) (A.18)
where
φd1 (ω) =
d1ω
c
. (A.19)
Noting the Fourier transform identity,
F−1{(ω)g S(ω)} = dg
dtg
s(t), (A.20)
the overall time domain contribution c1(t) from the 1st order polynomial coef-
ficients is expressed as,
c1(t) = α1
dg
dtg
sH
(
t− d1
c
)
+ β1
dg
dtg
s
(
t− d1
c
)
, (A.21)
where c is the speed of light in a vacuum and d1 is the propagation length of
the ray.
Extending a similar treatment to higher order polynomial coefficients, gives
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an approximation for the overall contribution from a single ray r(t),
r(t) ' α0s
(
t− d1
c
)
− β0sH
(
t− d1
c
)
+
m−1
∑
g=1,3,5...
g−1
(
αg
dg
dtg
sH
(
t− d1
c
)
+ βg
dg
dtg
s
(
t− d1
c
))
+
m
∑
g=2,4,6...
g
(
αg
dg
dtg
s
(
t− d1
c
)
− βg dgdtg sH
(
t− d1
c
))
,
(A.22)
where m is the highest order of the polynomial approximation.
An example of a typical waveform employed as the transmitted signal s(t)
in Equation A.22 is shown in Figure A.1. This signal consists of a Gaussian
mono-cycle pulse expressed in the time domain as,
s (t) =
[
1− 4pi
(
t
tn
)2]
exp
(
−2pi
(
t
tn
)2)
, (A.23)
where tn is a scaling factor that determines the bandwidth of the pulse. For
this particular case tn = 0.520 nanoseconds. In addition the waveform sH(t),
which is calculable as sH(t) = F−1{H{S(t)}} is also shown along side s(t).
For a pre-known transmitted pulse both these waveform (s(t) and SH(t)) can
be computed prior to ray tracing simulation.
Equation A.22 offers an alternative to the existing approach of computing a
received time domain signal r(t) where,
r(t) = F−1 (S (ω) H (ω)) . (A.24)
Furthermore the novel technique of Equation A.22 avoids having to interpol-
ate the channel response H (ω) for all frequencies ω present within S (ω). As-
suming knowledge of the transmitted time domain waveform s(t), sH(t) can
be pre-computed prior to ray tracing simulation computations. Employing the
expression in Equation A.22, r(t) is calculated using a combination of the coef-
ficients of the polynomial P1 and the path delays d1c of a ray, both of which are
obtained from the ray tracing simulation.
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Figure A.1: Pre-computed waveforms s(t) and sH(t)
Appendix B
Geo-location
B.1 2D TDOA Hyperbola
The following is a brief outline of the method of computing a hyperbola of
possible client locations using TDOA measurements in a scenario where a
constant client station height z is assumed. For a recorded time difference
of arrival value τd between 2 fixed base-stations (TX1, TX2), a client station’s
geographical position will lie on a hyperbolic curve similar to that shown in
Figure B.1.
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Figure B.1: 2D TDOA Hyperbola for Fixed Height z
The time difference of arrival τd is given by,
τd = t2 − t1, (B.1)
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where t1 and t2 are the respective times of flight from base-stations TX1 and
TX2 to a mobile client. The duration t1 is expressed as,
t1 =
√
(x1 − x)2 + (y1 − y)2
c
, (B.2)
where c is the speed of electromagnetic wave propagation, (x, y) is a physical
position on the curve of Figure B.1 and (x1, y1) corresponds to the location of
the base-station TX1. Rearranging Equation B.2 allows t1 to be expressed as,
c2t21 = x
2
1 − 2x1x + x2 + y21 − 2y1y + y2. (B.3)
Applying a similar treatment to the time of flight t2 from the base-station TX2
gives,
c2t22 = x
2
2 − 2x2x + x2 + y22 − 2y2y + y2, (B.4)
where (x2, y2) represents the location of the base-station TX2. Noting Equa-
tion B.1, the time difference of arrival τd = t2 − t1 becomes,
c2τ2d = x
2
2 − x21 + y22 − y21 + 2x (x1 − x2) + 2y (y1 − y2) . (B.5)
This equation describes the hyperbola of possible client station locations seen
previously in Figure B.1. In conventional TDOA schemes the client’s position
is obtained by finding an intersection point between 2 of more such hyperbolic
curves. The additional hyperbola is obtained using an extra base-station in
conjunction with TX1 or TX2.
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B.2 Derivation of relationship between period Fd and time delay τd
In Chapter 5 the relationship between a frequency domain period Fd and a time
domain delay τd was explored. The following is a more detailed derivation of
the expression for spectral density function S( f ) with respect to the TDOA
delay τd seen previously in Section 5.41.
S( f ) = Y( f )Y∗( f ). (B.6)
Y( f ) is the frequency domain representation of the received time domain sig-
nal y(t) which is expressed in Equation 5.5 as,
y(t) = x(t) + Ax(t− τd). (B.7)
Noting this representation of the received signal, the spectral density function
S( f ) of Equation B.6 can be written as,
S ( f ) = Y ( f )Y∗ ( f ) = F{x(t) + Ax(t− τd)}F ∗{x(t) + Ax(t− τd)}, (B.8)
where F denotes a Fourier transform. Noting the following identity of Fourier
transforms,
F{x(t− τd)} = X ( f ) e−2pi f τd , (B.9)
allows Equation B.8 to be written as,
S ( f ) =
[
X ( f ) + AX ( f ) e−2pi f τd
] [
X ( f ) + AX ( f ) e−2pi f τd
]∗
, (B.10)
where X ( f ) is the frequency domain representation of x (t). Expressing the
exponential term in Equation B.10 using Euler’s formula yields,
S ( f ) = X ( f )X∗ ( f ) [1+ A (cos 2pi f τd −  sin 2pi f τd)]
[1+ A (cos 2pi f τd −  sin 2pi f τd)]∗ , (B.11)
Accounting for the complex conjugate, denoted by ∗ in Equation B.11 becomes,
S ( f ) = X ( f )X∗ ( f ) [1+ A (cos 2pi f τd −  sin 2pi f τd)]
[1+ A (cos 2pi f τd +  sin 2pi f τd)] . (B.12)
1f denotes frequency in Hertz (Hz)
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Expanding the expression of Equation B.12,
S ( f ) = X ( f )X∗ ( f )
[1+ A (cos 2pi f τd −  sin 2pi f τd) + A (cos 2pi f τd +  sin 2pi f τd)
+A2 (cos 2pi f τd −  sin 2pi f τd) (cos 2pi f τd +  sin 2pi f τd)], (B.13)
which reduces to,
S ( f ) = X ( f )X∗ ( f )
[
1+ 2A cos 2pi f τd + A2
(
cos2 2pi f τd + sin2 2pi f τd
)]
.
(B.14)
Subsequently employing the trigonometric identity,
sin2 2pi f τd + cos2 2pi f τd = 1, (B.15)
allows S ( f ) to be written as,
S ( f ) = X ( f )X∗ ( f )
[
1+ A2 + 2A cos 2pi f τd
]
(B.16)
or alternatively,
S ( f ) = X ( f )X∗ ( f )
[
1+ A2 + 2A cos 2pi f τd
]
. (B.17)
Noting that,
X ( f )X∗ ( f ) = |X ( f ) |2 (B.18)
Equation B.17 now becomes
S ( f ) = |X ( f ) |2 [A2 + 1+ 2A cos 2pi f τd] (B.19)
This equation serves as an expression of S ( f ) in terms of the TDOA delay τd.
This delay value τd, which is present within the term 2A cos 2pi f τd of Equa-
tion B.17, is ultimately responsible for the period observed in S( f ).
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Appendix C
Acronyms and Abbreviations
AOA Angle of Arrival
API Application Programming Interface
CPU Central Processing Unit
DFT Discrete Fourier Transforms
f frequency
FFT Fast Fourier Transforms
FCC Federal Communication Commission
FEM Finite Element Method
FDTD Finite Difference Time Domain
GCC Generalized Cross Correlation
GO Geometric Optics
GHz Giga-Hertz
GPS Global Positioning System
GPU Graphical Processing Unit
GTD Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
Hz Hertz
IDFT Inverse Discrete Fourier Transforms
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transforms
LAN Local Area Network
LOS Line of Sight
m metre
MHz Mega-Hertz
NLOS Non Line of Sight
PAM Pulse Amplitude Modulation
PPM Pulse Position Modulation
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UWB Ultra Wideband
UTD Unform Theory of Diffraction
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
RX Receiver
RF Radio Frequency
SBR Shoot and Bounce Ray-Tracing
SS Signal Strength
t time
TDOA Time Difference of Arrival
TOA Time of Arrival
TX Transmitter
2D Two Dimensional
3D Three Dimensional
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